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PREFACE

This training manual represents one component of q pilot training
program in Charcoal Production undertaken by the Farallones
Institute and CHP International, Inc. It has been completed ih
accordance with the terms of Peace Corps Contract #282-1003.

We believe that our involvement has produced_a valuab1.5.
adaptable learning tool; However, the manual must conii..c to
be tested; evaluated and Modified in order to reflect_chn('n3
needs and circumstances; It is our hope that you will_conLribqte
to that process; and that you will help make the manual more
appropriate and useful during future training programs.

If you have observation; or suggestions about -the contents,
methods or approach included in the.manual,please contact -the
authors at the Farallones Institute or CHP International, Inc.

There have been many valuable sources of support during the_develbp=
ment of this manual. It is only with_the help of many people that
we have been able to document the various tools and_techniques_that
we have chosen to use in training people to go gently and lightly
into the lives of others.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

ire grateful to the_following individuals for their contributions
the development of this manual:

Ada Jo Mann
HOWard Raik

Ilios Aditya
Kf.3Viti Stewart

Leanne Clement
Andrew Atkeison

Although we cannot mention them all by name;_we also thank the many
kind people_Whd_haVe contributed by giving us permission to use
materials they have developed.

Spetial_thanks are extended to the members of the Farallones community
fOr their continuedsupport; endurance and p ience during the evolu-
tion of this project.

Fihally,.perhaps our most important acknowledgment should 90 to the
1308C8 Corps trainees who have come to learn and, in turn, to_teach.
It is with them that _we have shared our dreams and values._ He hope
that the tools and techniques they have chosen will serve the world
kindly and well
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INTRODUCTION

Basic to the purpose of this gaining manual is the belief that

the process of community developmentbegins when people take an
active role in their own education and continues as they identify
not only their needS bUt also theresources; abilities and MethOdS
that will help theM kiake decisi6ns and address their probleMS in_,

ways that are bOth sustainable and locally appropriate. ThiS belief

reaffirms what most -of the world's villagers already know inherently:

that culture;_social systems,_ politics, religion, economics, and
ecology are -all threads in the same fabric of community life; and
that technology exists only as a tool; a loom upon which all other

threads are woven.

An important focus of this training program is the recognition
that technical expertise issignificant and useful only_Whenit is

applied in balante with other abilities, It is of little value for

a person to_be technically competent without the ability to work

cooperatively with others and motivate them:toward a more self-_

reliant and healthy life. for this reason; it is essential that

Peace Corps Volunteers develop a variety of complementary skills;
knowledge -and attitudes that will serve to weave together the many
threads of community development:

The training program outlined in thiS Man-U-81 emphasizes the parallels

which exist between training and Peate Corps service: Throughout the

program, participants are encouraged to take a full and active role

in their own education and to Make decisions that will affect them

and the_people with whom they work and live. They -are urged to

cooperate with others, to identify and use the talents and resources

that are available; and td practice skillsthat help motivate peOple,
instill within them a sense of self confidence; and involve theM in

the piLicess of their own eiUt8tiOh.

{hetiJihing program offers skills training in all stages of the
development of technologies related to small-scale charcoal pr-OdUt

thin; including_the_deSign, construction; operation; maintenance,

repair; and evalilati.bri of prototype kilns. The,kiln designs are

selected to be as consistent as possible with the realities of rural

areas in developing countries.

The prograM is diVided into twenty sessions -which occur over a six-

day period. Eath Session, consists of a Series of activities designed

to meet specifit training objectives. The_objectives of_each session

are inter=related and linked through association with anumber of

fundamental eheM8S. These themes serve to guide and shape the

development Of_the skills and qualities necessary during Peace Corps

service. Together, the themes illustrate the connection and inter-

dependenCe between technology and Other aspects of community develop-

-Merit. The program themes are:



* Development and Transfer of Technical Competence

* Principles and Techniques of Non-Fort, I Hducation

and Adult Learning

* Method: and Approaches to Problem-Solvinq

* Devdeh,pment Issues

* Cross-Cultural PerspettiVes

* The Proeess of Assessment and Evaluation

The Manual is deSigned_to he responsive to a variety of training

situations. Modification andadaptation of the materials is

encouraged. HOWever, it is essential to the_effettiveness of the

training to Maintain the integrated nature Of the Sey'sions by_pro-

viding an adequate balance of emphasis among the various themes.

This will enable participants_ to build upon and_ apply new knowledge

in a way that is ordered and meaningful within the context of com-

munity developMent.

The f011OWing guidelines have been develbOed as an aid in transforming

this manual into an effective; dynamic training program:

Planning and Prepa- ration

There are many steps that need to_octur before the training actually

begins. These include defining the scope and approach of the_ _ _

training, identifying staff requirements; locating and establishing

a site, and gathering necessary resources and materialt.

Defining the scope and approach of the training:

It is important to carefully read through the entire manual in

order to develOp an understanding of the overall design_and
approach of the training program: Sessions are designed to

accomodate a maximum of twenty participants. If there are

significantly more than_twentyparticipahtS; some modification

of the detigh Of session activities will be necessary.

* Identifying staff -and trainers:

The tpecifie number of staff should depend on the particular

training Situation. As a minimal requirement, there should_be

at leatt one p.rimary_trainer and one assistant for each twelve

participants. The primary trainer should have considerable _

practical and theoretical experience in charcoal )roduction_in
developing countries and should be experienced ana comfortable

With the principles of non-forMal education; adult learning; and

integrated training; The assistant trainer should be_a native

of the country in which the_training is held and thddld be

experienced in the practical aspects of small.-scale Charcoal

production.
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* Locating and establishing a site:

It is best to choose a site that is conducive to experiential
learning; It should include adequate room for people_to_build
five to ten miniature kilns; work in small groups; and; if
possible, be outdoors. during much of the program. There should
be a classroom or indoor meeting_facilcities at the site. It is

useful for the training to be held in or near a forest area where
local charcoal makers are working;

Gathering necessary resourceal,,and materials:

For the most part; materials and resources will vary with -each
training situation; Each session includes & recommended liSt
of material.-.; Be certain that there are enough materials; tools
and other supplies available before -the program begins. _If_some
of the suggested_items are not available; use ingenuity to find
comparable substitutes.

Conducting the Training

Included here is a list of_some considerations that'are important to
remember in carrying o -ut the program.

* Think small. The miniaturization o-f kilns is essential to a.
six-day training program:

The_entire process of carbonization must be reduced to a,

mi_niature_scale in order to bring the process to within the scope
of_a six-day program. Through miniaturization; all the concepts
and principles of carbonization can be demonstrated and practiced
using a variety of kiln designs; In order for miniaturization to
be successful, it is important to reduce the size of_all cOmponents
and materials proportionately; As an examplei_a full-size tradi-
tional kiln measuring 1 meter x 1 meterx 2 meters_using woo.._
that is 1 meter long and 20 cm. in diameter would be reduced to a
model _kiln; 10 cm; x 10 cm. .x 20 cm. Wood used in the kilns
should be_ approximately 2 cM, i,n diameter and 10 cm; in length;
Construction and maintenance of miniatures Iollow exactlyiithe
same_procedures_as with full-scale kilns; Metal kilns such as
the Mark V can be constructed from 20 liter buckets or cans;
Using the miniaturization technique; carbonization time for each
kiln is reduced to 8 to 10 hours;

* Warning! Charcoal production is axistruCtive process :.

Although_it is explicitly brought out in several sessions; the
potential ecological impact of charcoal production should be
continually reinforced throughout the training; In view of the
growing world fuelwood scarcity; and considering that the con-
version of wood to charcoal results in 50-80% groas_energy loss,
charcoal production can; in certain situations, be_detrimental tr

the long-term interests and needs of_people everywhere. Stress
a general rule for volunteers; that if charcoal is already being
made in an area; then working to improve yields can be appropriate.

` _
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If wood is ir oxcess and is rotting or being bfirned; charcoal
can_be appropriate. But if charcoal is not being used and wood
is being_burnadon open fires; then working to introduce fuel-
effitient Wbodzburning stoves is more appropriate.

Flexibility and patience- are two key requirements for charcoal

Making:
*AlPo

The participants should be advised of the likelihood_of spending
lunchtime, suppertime; and late-night_hourS_tendi_ng their
smoldering kilns. The process of carbonizatiOn does not lend

itself well to a structured; specified blbek of time The type;

age, and moisture content of available wood; Weather conditions;
and kiln design are all variables that can affect completion
time.

The experiential learnin e is an 0.Sentia-lT_a_r_t_o_f training:

It is important that people have the opportunity to learn;
examine; generalize about and apply_new knowledge; Try to follow
the experiential learning loop,aS_Often as possible; and encourage
the participants to be aware of the process.

* &ma_l_l_g_rou_ps often make learning easi-er and more lasting:

It is helpful to liMit size of groups to three; four or
five people. Groups maY_be_formed on the basis of regional or

country assignments- skill levels, individual preference; orskill_
other criteria established by the staff and participants.

* A variety of educational tech-n; _44o_s_ is most effective:

Experiment With_role-plays;skits; panel discussiOnt, brain=
storming and Other non - conventional methods._ Encourage people

to use their creativity, -and to examine which MethOds have the
potential to be useful in community work. As -you facilitate
sessions, involve_people and try to use techniques that others

Can learn. Remember that as you teach; you will learn. Share

your knOwledge and motivate others to do the same.

* As the program conti-nues; participants become mor_e_r_e_s_p_onsible

for the des-i-gnan_d_implementation of sessions:

It is a goodidea to include people as facilitators in selected

activities and sessions., As the participants develop skills and
self-confidence; they take an increased responsibility for - their

own education. Urge people_to take an active role in facili-
tating; planniWand evaluating a variety of learning experiences.

* Scheduled breaks between sessions- -are essential: AltlibUgh 19=15

minutes is suggested, more time may be needed; dependifig on the

training circumstances.



5
Using the Manual

One of the keys to the success_of the training program ,es in
thoroughly understanding and_effectively using_the manual.' Included

below are some guidelines and explanations designed to help in using
the manual;

* The Program Calendar_ indicates theoverall design of the
program and recommended sequence of sessions. Use it as a

reference in deVeleping a specific schedule which meets the

needs of the particular training situation.

* Sessions follOW a Consistent format. (See the "Sample Session
Format" on Page -Vi, fbr a detailed description) Be certain to
read sessions thoroughly. There are often several purposes to
each session. FOr_ekamplo, the activities may be designed_to
meet a tethhital objective, and at the same time, to provide_parti=
cioantt With_praCtice in group problem-solving or communication
skillt. It is important to- understand the multi-tiered design
-of each session before presenting it;

* Attachments f011OW each session and are usually intende-d .for
diStribUtiOn,t0 the participants: Each attachment_it letter=
coded as to thesessionwithwhich it is associated. It is

important to make copies of attachments in advance so that they
can be distributed during the session;

The Biblioll-alph it includes tpe reference material, texts, and
suggested resources used in developing this prograo. It can

be copied and distributed to participants as the basis for
further research in charcoal production.
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S_ess_i_on_ Title inAicates
subject area presented.

Total Time gives
approximate time
needed to carry ou
the session.

Each SeSsion is numbered
sequentially and coded
by day.

Objectives tell what
is expected of par-
ticipants and what
the session should
accomplish.

Resources include all
attachments and other
suggested referehtes.

Materials refers to
suggested supplies
and tools needed
fbr the session

.,,on 1. DJ). 1

INTTI-10-91-+-ON -TO Tilt CARBONI/ATION PBOCESS

Total Time: 2 hours

Objectives: TO discuss basic fire safety procedures

Reto%Tittet't

Materials:

Proceoures consist of
steps to be followed-
in nrder to meet
objectives. EaC

'liven an
dppro.Hmote

To_ideotify the components of an acceptable
kiln site

To practice sensory analysis of the carbOnization
process

To examine and diSasssembli a sample kiln

. To examine and compare types of.charcoal

Attachment 4-A: 'Sensory Analysis Guidance Sheet"

Attachment 4-B: "The Carbonization Process"

AttachMent 4-C: "S-eimple Comparison of Charcoal
and Brands'.

PentilS or penS_. :ample miniatire kiln, assorted
taMplet_df_charcoal, newsprint and felt-tip pen.
3 or 4 large forks and spoons.

Trainer Notes

This session requires considerable preparation time.__It will
be necessary to set-up a_funttio6ing_Miniature_kilnin_
advance, such that-it will be ready to_pull_dorigthis
session.- A tradltiohat. rectangular kiln is recommended for

this activity.

The kiln.site needs to be prepared such that the recessary
fire prevention measures arc in effect (i.e., ckaring the -

site of all grass and brush, setting up firm line. etc.)

The'asiortment of- charcoal. samples used in this %e$_siP9
should be selected on the. Oattt Of varying wool cpecieS and

should include 4 few SAW^ brands.

Prdeedures: Step 1.. (i.. minute-,)
Ekplain the session oh3ective,.
the procedure',.

r. outline

Step 2. (10 min.uteS)
Briefly eiprain fire safety proredures
around tpe.riln

Trainer Notes

on dud

Appear throughout thesession_and" serve to ,irid

expla 1n a procedure ; provide background ind

sighest optiunr,.

BEST COPY AY/WALE.

o
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Session 1; ;lay 1

SHARING PERCEPT_L_CMS_ _OF_ TAT TRAINING PROI,RAM: AN IC[- BREAKER

Total Time: 1 hour; 15 iiiihUtOS

Objectives:
_

TO get_t6'knoM one anotor and tG .encourage
communication

TO set the climate for actki participation
during the traAning program

Resources: Attat tent 1-A; "Cbat of Arms"

Materials:

Procedures:

Pens or pencils.

Trainer Notes

This activity is designed to help 15 or fewer participants
-11)ecome better acquainted. If the group is larger and there
is a_need for leathihg names; a "game game" should he played
firSt. One game that has been successfully used is as

follows:

* Trainer begins by giving his/her name preceded or followed
by a word which

describes how the trainer is feeling at that moment; and

begins with the same .;'irst letter of -his /her name (for
example; "Mike Motivated" or 'Nancy Nervous").

Moving clockwise around the_room, each participant then
takes a turn at repeating all the preceding names and de-
scribers and adds .his/her name to the growing list;

The game endS when all participants have aaded fh-eir names
and have tried. to 4repeat the

SteP 1. (5,minutes)
DiSti-ibOte copies of Attachment 1-A; "Coat of
ArMS" and explain the exercise;

Trainer Notes

Explain that the object of the exercise_i tO draw a symbolic/
coat of arms" which will help us begin to get acquainted or
find out something new about each other.

* Explain that the participant's will dram_a symbol or picture
in each of the corresponding spices on the coat of arms that
answers one of a series of questions.

12



Session ;_Day
Page 2

Step 2. (15 minutes)
Referring to the list in the Trainer Notes below;
read each question in order; allowing time for
people to draw their symbol before moving to the
next question:

Trainer Notes

* Suggested questions:

- How do you feel Tight now?

= What were you doing a week ago today?

'What do you hope to get out of this training?

- What can you offer this training?

Draw your own "coat of arms" while the group does theirs.

Step 3. (5 minutest_ _ _ _ _

After everyone haS finiShed drawing his/her coat of
arms; share your coat of_arms by explaining the
meaning of each of your four drawings.

Trainer Notes

Encourage an open CliMate by-explaining your drawings in a

relaxed and humorbdS_Manner. Also, make your presentation brief
to set the pace of the activity.

Step. 4. (30-45 minutes)
Have each participant explain the meaning of his/her
coat of arms:

Step 5: (5 minutes)
After all of the drawings have been presented,
facilitate a brief diScuss-iOn of some of the
similarities:and differences which seem to exist
in the group:

-2-



Attachment 1-A

COAT OF ARMS
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ASSESSING GROUP RESOURCES

Total TiMe: 1 hour, 30 minutes

ObjeCtiVeS:

Session 2, Day 1

* To identify the skills;_ knowledge, and experience
Of4vrticipants and trainers

* To discuss ways in which the group's skills and
knowledge can be used in this program

Materials: Newsprint and felt-tip pens.

Procedures: Step 1. (5 minutes)
Review the objectives and procedures for the session.

Step 2; (5 minutes)
Ask the participants to briefly discuss the value

a group resource assessment.

Trainer Notes

DraW on the participants' experiences in working with

iof people in small-scale development projects;
variety

Step 3 (10 minutes)
Have the group brainstorm a list of interview
questions which could help assess the participants'
skills, knowledge and experience.

Trainer Notes

* To provide ftitus during the brainstorMi pbtt the key points

to be included in the interview: skillt, knowledge.

* The resulting questions should be_ consolidated or pared down

so_that_the list does not exceed 4=5 open-ended questions that

will Stimulate conversation.

In thit session; the emphatit is not only on those skillt,

etC. Which relate directly_ to Charcoal-making; but on any

resources one might have which would help the group.

Step 4; (5 minutes)
Post and explain the interview forMat.

Trainer Notes

The Interview Format

Step 1 (5 minutes)
Find someone in the group whom you don't know well and move

to a comfortable location;

Step 2 (30 minutes/15 minutes per perton)
InteliieW one another using the list of questions as guide-

linet. Jot down brief notes as conversation proceeds.
4 c-- Continued
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Trainer Notes/Continued

Session 2, Day 1

Page 2

Step 3 (10 minutes)
On a clean Sheet_of paper, write legibly and in paragraph
form the information you have gathered from your partner.

Step_4 (5- minutes)
Share the interview sheets with your partner and make any
modifications or additions.

Step 5_(10 minutes)
PoSt the sheets on the wall and walk around the room
scanning the other interview reports;

If the training group is a_sma11 one; an option to the
written reports would be to have the pairs interview each
other,_ reconvene the groups; and ask each participant to
describe his/her partner;

Step 5. (60 minutes)
Have the participants carry out the interview
procedure;

Step 6. (5 minutes)
Reconvene the group and facilitate a_short_discussiOn
of the participants' overall impressions of the
resources that exist within the group.

Trainer Notes

During the discussion; point out a number of the identified
skills which are particularly useful/necessary to the process
of making charcoal.



Session 3, Day 1

DEFINING EXPECTATIONS-OF THE TRAINING PROGRAM

Total Time:

Objectives:

1 hour, 15 minutes

* To review the schedule and content of the program

* To define and clarify expectations that the
participants have of the training program

* To compare and contrast individual expec,ations
with those of the program.

Resources: * "Training Philosophy and Methodology," pp.
from Introduction to the Manual.

Materials:

Procedures:

Conducting the Training;" pp. iii-iv, from
Introduction to the Manual.

* Training Schedule

Newsprint and felt-tip pens.

Step 1. (5 minutes)
Briefly outline the sessions's objectives and activities.

Step 2. (20 minutes)
Distribute copies of the three resources. Have the
participants read them carefully, then ask for
questions, clarifications, or discussion._

11.

Trainer Notes

Explain that the "Training Philosophy and Methodology" and .
"Conducting the Training" provide an orientation to the overall
program goals and design, while the Training Schedule presents
a day-by-day description of training.

Step 3. (15 minutes)
Have the participants form small groupS and discuss
their expectations of the program. ASk each group
to list on newsprint and post their three most
important expectations.

Trainer Notes

As they develop their lists, participants should be encour-
aged to consider their needs and desires, as well as con-
straints in scheduling and programming.

* If the training group is small, you may wish to remain
together and make a master list of participants. expecta-
tions:



Session 3, Day 1
Page 2

Step 4. (25 minutes)
Reconvene the large group and review each expectation
for clarity, understanding, and feasibility.

Trainer Notes

* Identify which expectations will be met directly, those that
will be touched upon, those which could be addressed with
some schedule changes, and those, given the practical limi-
tations of the program, which may not be met. Identify
resources which trainees can use to meet their own needs.

Wherever possible, point out specific sessions in the
Training Schedule which deal directly with the group's
expectations.

Step 5.' (10 Minutes)
Conclude the session by facilitating a discussion
centered around the following questions:

* Were any of your expectations changed by
this activity?

* Is there anything that you have heard about the
training program that has not been discussed?

you think the program will meet your needs?



Session 4. Day 1

INTRODUCTION TO THE CARBONIZATION PROCESS

Total Time: 2 hours

Objectives: * To discuss basic fire safety procedures

* To identify the components of an acceptable
kiln site

* To practice sensory anal3sis of the carbonization
process

* To examine and disassemble a sample kiln

* To examine and compare types of charcoal

Resources:' * Attachment 4-A: "Sensory Analysis GuAance Sheet"

* Attachment 4-B: "The Carbonization Process"

* Attachment 4-C: "Sample Comparison of Charcoal
and Brands"

Materials: Pencils or pens, sample miniatire kiln, assorted
samples of charcoal, newsprint and felt-tip pen,
3 or 4 large forks and spoons.

Trainer Notes

This session requires considerable preparation time It will
be necessary to set up a functioning miniature kiln in
advance, such that it will be ready to pull during this
session. A traditional, rectangular kiln is recommended for
this activity.

The kiln site needs to be prepared such that the necessary
fire prevention measures are in effect (i.e., cbaring the
site of all grass and brush, setting up a Fiue line, etc.)

The assortment of charcoal samples used in this session
should be selected on the basis of varying wood species and
should include a few sample brands.

Procedures: Step 1. (5 minutes)
Explain the session obTectives and briefly outline
the procedures.

Step 2. (10 minutes)
Briefly explain fire safety procedures on and
around the kiln site.
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* Mention the following points during your explanation:

= the importance of clearing an area of grass and
bruSh

- the construction of a protective fire line

- the importance of continually monitoring kilns as they burn

* Encourage discussion and questiont'from among the partici-

pants.

Step 3. (10 minutes) -

Distribute Attachment 4=A, "Sensory Analysis
Guidance Sheet," and ask participants to complete

Section A.

Trainer Notes

* Mention that this initial recording of observations is

designed to familiarize participants with their surrounding..

and help them begin to sharpen their observation skills.

* Explain that in completing sections of the "Sensory Analysis.

Guidance Sheet", participants should write down their obser-

vations by concentrating on each of the five senses
identified in the left hand column of the page.

Step 4. (10 minutes)
Have participants share and discuss their
observations:

Trainer Notes

* The following list includes some of the most important obser=

vations to be discussed:

= season of the year - proximity of labor supply

= siie=of kiin site area - nearby activities that may
be disturbed by charcoal

- slope of the land making

- proximity of wood supply - wind direction

- facilitieS for transporting
charcoal

* For each key observation mentioned, stimulate discussion by

asking parpcipants to explain its importance as a factor in

choosing an acceptable kiln site.

-9- 20
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Step 5. (10 minutes)
Ask participants to begin to examine the sample
miniature kiln by completing Section B of the
"Sensory Analysis Guidance Sheet."

Trainer Notes

Mention that in making charcoal; the use of the senses is the
most common method for gauging the progression of the carboni=
zation`rea'7-tion. Observation skills through the use of the
five senses (i.e., smell,,touch, sight, taste, and hearing)
should be sharpened through continual practice.

Step 6. (10 minutes)
Have participants share and discuss their
observations.

Trainer Notes

* The following list includes some of the most important
observations which should be discussed:

- amount of smoke = cracking or popping sounds

- color of the smoke

- kiln size

- kiln shape

= materials of which the
kiln is made

- the presence of condensates

- temperature of kiln and smoke

- signs of moisture and
condensation

* For each key observation mentioned, stimulate discussion by
asking participants to explain-what it might indicate
regarding the design of the kiln and/or the carbonization
process going on inzide.

4

Step 7. (15 minutes)
Ask participants to carefully and slowly disassemble
the kiln and record their observations in Section C
of the "Sensory Analysis Guidance Sheet."

Trainer Notes

* Distribute the large forks and spoons to be used as tools in
pulling the kiln.

* The participants should be encouraged to disassemble the
kiln in their own fashion, as long as there is no excessive
danger of fire or personal injury.

The focus of the activity is on sharpening the use of the
senses, not necessarily on demonstrating the proper kiln
pulling technique.

N Q 1: -
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Step 8. (15 minutes)
Have participants share and discuss their observations.

Trainer Notes

* Ask participants to point out similarities and differences
among their observations at this point and those that they
had prior to disassembling the kiln.,

For each key observation mentioned, stimulate discussion by
asking participants to explain what it might indicate
regarding the design of the kiln, the carbonization process,
and the type of charcoal found inside.

Step 9. (10 minutes)
Distribute and explain Attachment 4=B, "The
Carbonization Process."

Trainer Notes

* Explain that this Attachment provides a brief overview of
the carbonization process and is meant to serve as a
technical summary of the concepts discussed up to this
point.

* Encourage questions and comments among the particillants.

* Ask participants to review it carefully prior to beginning
Session Nine, "Introduction to 'Kiln Construction."

Step 10. (5 minutes) _

Distribute samples of different types of charcoal
and brands to each participant and ask Them to-
examine and compare them using their sensory
perceptions.

Step 11. (15 minutes)
Distribute Attachment 4=C, "Sample Comparison of
Charcoal and Brands" and have participants discuss
their observations.

Trainer Notes

* Some of the most important observations which should be
discussed include:

- differences between
charcoal and brands

- color

- weight

- moisture content

- fracturing characteristics
Continued
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* For,eath key observation mentioned; stimulate discUSSiOn by
askingparticipants to explain what it might indicate
regarding the type of wood used; the 'carbonization procets
involved; the type kiln used; the potential uses for the
charcoal; and its relative efficiency;

Step_12; 5 minutes)
COnclUde the session by reviewing the objectives
and asking participants to summarize ways in
which the senses play a role in charcoal making.
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Attachment 4-B

THE CARBONIZATION PROCESS

Elements _o_f_th_e Combustion Phase

wood
being
preheated

burning
wood

cool smoke;

Wood is quite cool; but when,
water vapor condenses it gives
its heat to the wood.

hot gases
(containing much
water vapor)

surface at
high temperature

-much air

Temperature: ambient to 600
Products: carbon dioxide,

water

Elements of the Dehydration Phase

wood
being
dehy-
drated

cool smoke
(mostly water)

Wood is at least 100°C. Hot
gases cause water to evaporate
freely by giving their heat
to wood.

-4E Hot gases produced by some
continuing combustion. .

-14-

Temperature: 100-120°

Products: water
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Elements of the Exothermic -Phase

81

WO-0d
giving
Off
byproducts

acetic
acid, water,
methyl alco-
holi tar,
carbon
monoxide,
methane,
hydrogen,
nitrogen

air
other
byproducts

Attachment LI;B.
Page 2

hot smoke

Wood is between 270-600°C.
Destructive_ distillation
is taking place.

Air reacts (circles) with
byproducts evolved else-
where, giving heat
to the wood, thereby pro-
ducing even more byproducts.

Elements of the Cooling Process

6 0°
charcoal cooling down
to ambient temperature

-15-
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CHARCOAL

AttathMent 4-C

SAMPLE COMPARISON
of

CHARCOAL ANDBRAWD_S_

QUALITY NOT CHARCOAL

Drier Moisture Wetter

Lighter Density Heavier

Blatk Color Not quite black

Smoother Texture Rougher

Brittle (weaker) Strength Resilient (stronger).

Almost none Odor Definite; pungent

Apparently none Coating Apparently on surface

High-pitched resonance Sound Lower-pitched resonance
(metallic ringing) ("clunking")

Smoother

Even texture;
often shiny

Black through to
center visible

Fracture

Surface of
break

Rougher

Uneven texture from
place_to:_place;
usually dull

Color Gradations in color

getter Cleanness Worse

More visible Growth rings Less visible

More open Pores More filled

40
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ASSESSING AVAILABLE WOOD RESDAIRCES

Total Time: 2 hours

Session 5; Day 1

Objectives: To identify locally available tree species

Materials:

To discuss the characteristics Of chartdal
produced from local species

* To gather and cut the wood to 6e used during
the training program

Machetes; approx. 15 - 20 buckets or baskets (20 liter
capacity); saws and pruning shears (if available).

Trainer Notes

* This session should be held at the kiln construction site.

* Considerable preparation_will be necessary for -this session.
It will be necessary to investigate the forests surrounding
the kiln site and lay out a trail along which a supply of dry;
green and rotten wood is available_for cutting, The trail
should be shortendUgh to_be walked in 5 -10 minutes, It

should be circular, such that it begins and ends at the kiln
site.

* It is recommended that you invite a local villager to par-
tiClOate in this session by helping to identify local tree
species, their common names; and their uses (see Step 2).

ProtedUreS: Step 1. (5 minutes) --

Explain the session objectives and briefly review
the procedures;

Step 2. (20 minutes)
Invite the participants on a tour of_the forest area
surrounding the kiln_construction_site along a_
pre-established trail and begin identifying local
tree species.

Trainer Notes

* As you are walking, askparticipants to point out examples of
common; local tree species. Stimulate discussion by asking
the following questionS:

- What are the diStinguishing characteristics of this species

- What is its common name?

- IS it a common variety in your worksite?

= Wh8t are the most common uses of this species in your
worksite? Continued



Trainer Notes; Continued
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Page 2

* In discussing the distinguishing characteristics of each
species; be sure to emphasize the importance of leaf
patterns; bark; and seeds in classifying trees.

* Also;- during the tour; be sure to point out any parti-
cularly accessible sources of wood to be gathered
during the next activity;

* End the tour by returning to the kiln construction site.

Step 3. _MO minutes)
Explain the guidelines and procedures for the wood
gathering activity.

Trainer Notes

Explain that the wood gathered during_this activity will be
used in the kiln construction activities on Days_2; 3 and 4
Of the program. Point out that participants will be making
charcoal_from a variety of types of wood; therefore; it will
be important to gather more than one kind.

Mention that, since participants will be- working with
miniature kilns all the wood that is gathered shauld range
in sizes up to two centimeters in diameter.

Explain that wood should be cut into manageable lengths and
carried or dragged back to the kiln construction site.

Step 4. (10 minutes)
Explain the specific quantities, varieties, and
types of wood that should be gathered and ask
participants to determine the most effective
method of collecting it in the time available.

Trainer Notes

Explain that the training program will require the following:

-= 8 buckets (20 1.) of 4 varieties of dry wood

= 4 buckets (20 1.) of 2 varieties of green wood

- 2 buckets (20 1.) of any variety of rotten wood

Step 5; (20 minutes)
Distribute machetes; saws; and pruning shears to
each group; and have them proceed with the wood
gathering;

-18-
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Trainer Notes

Before he groups disperse; identify a member of each group
that is familiar with the use of the tools and ask him/her
to demonstrate their proper use;

As the groups are working, provide suggestions and guidance
as needed.

Step 6._ (15 minutes
When all the wood is gathereG, have the groups
begin to cut it into the proper lengths.

Trainer Notes

Demonstrate the proper length by cutting a few pieces in
lengths of between 30 and 35 centimeters.

This work should be done in the shade with groups sitting
or kneeling in a circle within easy listening distance of
one another.

Step 7. (15 minutes)
Have a representative from each group explain the
type of wood with which they are working and discuss
its potential for use in charcoal making;

Trainer Notes

Ask the groups to remain at their work_sites, but to stop
cutting wood during this discussion. The noise of the saws
and the movement can be distracting and would inhibit conver-
sation.

Stimulate discussion and dialogue among the participants by
asking the following questions:

WhatiSthe relative density of the wood that you are
cutting?

= What effects, if any, might the wood's density have in
determining the kind of charcoal it would produce?

How is this wood most commonly used in your work site?

Co you think that people would use it for making charcoal?

Step 8; (20 minutes)
Have the participants complete their wood cutting
activity.

-19-
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* Encourage the groups to continue to informally discuss wood
species that are common_in their work sites and their
potential for use in making charcoal.

* As groups finish, distribute the storage buckets and explain
that_it is important to keep all the different types of wood
in separate buckets. E4ch bucket should be labelled (i.e.,
oak, dry; or Gmelina, green, etc.), for ease of reference
later in the program. Green wood should be sealed and pro-
tected from the air to prevent drying.

Step 9. (5 minutes)
Conclude by briefly reviewing the session and
explaining that fuelwood use and management will
be discussed in more detail in Session 7,
"Wood Resource Management" on Day 2;



Session b, Day 1

FIRE AND FOOD: THE DYNAMICS OF TRADITIONAL COOKING

Total Time: 2 hours

Objectives:

Resources:

Materials:

To prepare a meal using tradition methods

To compare the use of firewood and charcoal
in meal preparation

To define and discuss the principles of heat transfer

Attachment 62=A, "Traditional cooking Discussion
Questions"

Attachment 6-B, "Fundamental Means of Heat Transfer"

Pens or pencils; assorted traditional pots and
utensils for cooking and eating; a traditional
charcoal cocke-r, all necessary ingredients
for a traditional meal; machetes; a supply of
charcoal; a supply of firewood; kindling; matches;

Trainer Notes

This_session will require considerable_preparation. It

involves preparing a meal using traditional methods_of
cooking; Every effort should be made to have all the neces-
sary- materials ready in advance. This will save time
involved in meal preparation and help to_focus the activity
on issues involved in comparing the relative efficiency of
charcoal and firewood and on the principles of heat transfer.

The following preparations should be made for Step 3:

= A tr.iditional charcoal cooker should be set up. The
-cooker should be selected from among varieties that are
used in the country where the is beinc, provided;
As an option; an improved variety of charcoal cooker may
also be included.

- Ample fuel for the charcoal cooker should be available in
close proximity to the cooking area.

- Sufficient firewood and the materials_and_tools necessary_
for building and maintaining a_traditional open fire should
be positioned near the charcoal cooker.

The entire cooking area should be cleared of brush as a

fire control precaution.

The following preparations should be made for Steps d and 5:

Develop_a meal_plan consisting of two basic dishes selected
(,71 the basisoftraditional acceptability, ease of prepara-
!mu and nutritional value. Preparation of each dish

-21-
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should essentially consist of boiling or_frying. Try todo all the necessary mixing; chopping, etc. in advance;

Select pott and utensils that are used traditionally in
the country where the training is being provided.

- All pots, utensils, and ingredients should be set
within close proximit3 of the cooking area.

An option to the_Meal preparation is to have the partici-
pants_prepare a hOt_beVerage such as tea or coffee using
the open fire and thartoal cooker.

Step 1. (5 minutes)
Present the objectives and briefly outline the
session procedutot.

Step 2. (5 minutes)_
Distributeand explain_ Attachment 6-A, "Tradi-
tional Cooking DiSCUtSioh Questions."

Trainer NotS

Explain that the questions are designed tb_provide a focus
during_the cooking acitivy Encourage partiCipants to discuss
among themselVes some of the issues raised by the questions as
they are preparing their meal;

Step 3. (15 minutes)
Have_the participants form two groups and prepare
two types of traditional cooking fires.

kTrainer Notes

* Ask one group to prepare _a traditional open fire using rocks
to support the pots and fireWood.

Have the othergroups_prepare a charcoal fire using the tra=
ditional charcoal cooker.

Identify those individuals in each group that have had
experience with traditional methOdS of cooking and ask them
to assist others in starting the fires.

Step 4. (10 minutes)
Reconvene the groups and
preparing the meal.

-22-
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* Point out available pots; utensils; and ingredients for the
meal;

* Explain that the meal will consist of two basic dishes
selected on the basis of their traditional acceptability;
ease of preparation; and combined nutritional value; Each
work group will prepare one dish using the fire that they
have built;

Step 5. (00 minutes)
Have the participants form their work groups and
prepare the meal.

Trainer Notes

Identify those individuals in each group that_have had
experience in preparing similar dishes and ask them to
assist others.

Circulate among the groups and provide assistance and
suggestions when needed.

Throughout the activity, stimulate discussion by calling
participants' attention to relevant points from the list
of "Discussion Questions."

Step 6; (20 minutes)
Have supper;

Trainer Notes

As they are eatingi_encourage_participants_to_informally
discuss and share their experiences with the fires.

Step 7. (15 minutes)
Reconvene the groups, _Distribute Attachment 6-B,
"Fundamental Means of Heat Transfer" and discuss
the three types of heat transfer.

Trainer Notes

Ask the participants to define radiation; conduction; and
convection.

Encourage participants to refer to their Discussion Questions
and illustrate their definitions with examples from their
experience with the traditional cooking activity. Ask for
examples of where radiant; conductive; and convective heat
transfers occurred during the meal preparation.

* Briefly discuss ways of slowing down unwanted heat transfer.
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Step 8_; (15 minutes)
Have the participants compare the charcoal cooker
With the open fire in terms of efficiency and ease
of preparation.

Trainer Notes

Stimulate the discussion by asking the following questions:

= Which fire seemed to use more fuel? Why?

- Which fire was easiest to manage and maintain? Why?

* Encourage participants to refer to the "Discussion Questions"
and illustrate their responses with examples from their
experience with the cooking activity.

Step 9. (5 minutes)
Conclude the session by explaining_ that the com-
plexities involved in determining the relative
efficiency of charcoal and firewood will be
discussed in more detail in Session 8; "The
Problem of Fuelwood Scarcity;"

Trainer Notes

* Before dispersing4 ask participants to clean
area and thoroughly extinguish all fires;

the work'



Attachment 6 A

TRADELLGAAI__CLOWGCUSSLOA -QUESTIONS

Design

What are_the major design features of your fire (or charcoal
Cbbkee. (i.e., draft system; smoke control; baffles, flues,
chimneys, construction material; etc;)?

Starting the Fire

What pebble-MS did you encounter in starting the fire?

How long did it take for your fire to heat up?

Was there much smoke?

_r_b-p-a--ring the Meal

How often did you need to add fuel?

Did the fire stay lit?

Was there much heat loss?

Did the pots fit well over the fire?

Once heated, did the dishes hold their heat?

Was there much smoke?

After the Meal

Was your fuel source easy to handle?

Was there much work involved In preparing the fuel for use?

How long did your fire hold its heat after the meal was prepared?

How much fuel did you use?
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WOOD_ RESOURCE_MANAGEM.ENT

Total Time: 2 hours

Objectives:

Resources:

Session 7, Day 2

* To list and discuss possible wood sources for
carbonization

To discuss principles of-wood resource management

To describe how wood sources can be utilized for
making charcoal

Attachment 7-A; "Fuelwood Production in Traditional
Farming Systems"

Attachment 7-B; "Why is it so Difficult to Grow
Fuelwood?"

Attachment 7-C; "Definitions of Major Wood Sources"

Materials: Newsprint and felt-tip pens

Trainer Notes

* Prior to this session,- prepare on newsprint the following
three-column, chart outline:

Woo4. Soury Type of Cha_r-fta -Potential Use

Procedures: Step 1. AS minutes)
pplain the objectives and briefly outline the
session procedures.

Step 2. (15 minutes)
Post the chart outline and have the participants

obrainstorm a list f possible wood sources for use
in making chAccoal;

Trainer Notes

* Record their responses in the lyft-hand column of the chart.

* Some major sources which could be listed include:
Centime
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- plantations
- woodlots
- mill scrap
= logging waste

Trainer Notes/Continued

Session 7, Day 2
Page 2

- natural_ forests__
- agricultural fallow
- land use conversion
- agro-forestry

Step 3. (30 minutes)
Distribute Attachment 77A, "Fuelwood Production_in
Traditional_Farming Systems," Attachment 7=8, "Why
is it so Difficult to Grow Fuelwood?", and Attachment
7-C, "Definitions of Major Wood Sources" and allow
time for reading.

Step 4. (20 minutes)
Ask the participants to identify and discuss some
of the major difficulties involvediin themJnagement
of each of the wood sources listed.

Trainer Notes

Stress the importance of citing examples based on their
experiences at their work sites_and/or based on the issues and
examples in the reading material.

Stimulate discussion_and the sharing of persoi!al experiences
by atking the following questions:

How are wood resources managed at your work site?

- What are some of the cultural and economic factors which
influence wood resource management at your work site?

- What possibilities exist at your work site for better
utilization of available wood resources? (i.e.:, salvage
operations; agro-forestry; etc.)

- What can you do to help people manage their wood resources"

Step 5; (15 minutes)
Ask participants_to identify and discuss the types
of charcoal which could be;produced from each of the
sources listed.

Trainer Notes'

Litt their responses in the middle column of the posted
newsprint.

Stimulate discussion by remindin4 participants of the rela-
tionship between wood density and charcoal density discussed
during the wood gathering activil-y.

Ask* participants to explain the effects of kiln design on
the type of charcoal produced;

28
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Step 6. (15 minutes)
For each type of charcoal listed, have participants
determine whether it would be best for home or
industrial use.

Trainer Notes

* Record their responses in the third column of the posted
newsprint.

* Stimulate responses and discussion by identifying ideal
characteristics of home and industrial use charcoal;

Step 7. (20 minutes)
Using the completed chart as a reference, ask
participants to give specific examples of how wood
sources available at their work sites may be
utilized in making charcoal;



Attachment 7-A

FUELWOOD PRODUCTION IN TRADITIONAL FARMING SYSTEMS

B. Ben Salem and Tran van Nao

B; Ben Salem and Tran van Nao are members of the FAO
Forestry Department; This article is taken from a
paper they prepared for the United Nations Conference
on New and Renewable Sources of Energy, Nairobi;
August, 1981;

The history of fuelwood in the developing world illustrates
the dependence of rural communities on forests and trees., Over
time; there has been a build-up of fuelwoOd shortages, with new
problems continually arising for rural people in-Teeting their
daily fuelwood requirements; At the same time; environments, under
conditions of scarcity, have deteriorated; Should these trends
continue; in certain parts of the,world the very survival of popu-
lations will be in jeopardy;

The reasons for the existence of this situation are well
documented; Growing population pressure has usually been recognized
as the most important single factor; But whatever the relationship
between the trend in human population and increasing fuelwood shortages
and environmental deterioration; it must be noted that the relation-
ships among rural forestry; traditional farming activity and the role
and potential of rural forestry have for a long time been neglected or
ignored; Not only could forestry provide sufficient fuel and -other
goods and se- vices- essential to rural populations; but it -could also
contribute to stabilizing- the foundations of food production systems
and to stopping or reversing the impoverishment of the rural environ-
ment as a whole.

Traditional Farming

Across the world there are fuelwood shortages in preciStly those
areas that -are underthe_most agricultural pressure, _These include
all_the arid and -semi -arid regions under tropical, subtropical and
Mediterranean climates_; as well as some wetter zones -with high
population density._ The most important features of_these_areas are
the vulnerability of the wood resources and the risk involved in
exploiting them becuase of soil fragility and climatic fluctuations.
For both economic and-social reasons, the only available energy
source for the rural, and part of the urban, populations is organic
material, especially wood and charcoal.

Traditional fa.rming systems have often succeeeded in integrating
activities and in,providing a reliable and sustained supply of wood
for local needs; A brief description of some of the traditional
farming systems illustrates the potential efficiency of rural
forestry in a wide range of environments; ranging from the humid to
the arid regions;

=30=
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Traditional Home Gardens

Throughout Southesast Asia (Malaysia; Indonesia, Sri Lanka,:
Viet Nam; Thailand); on fertile lowlands with high rainfall, tradi-
tional home gardens are of fundamental importance in feeding_whole
populations. In this system; the multi-layered vegetation of the
tropics is formed of trees useful to man in providing year-round
fruit, food, fodder and fuelwood.

Fuelwood is obtained from pruning, from bamboo and Sesbania
wood, and from coconut leaves and shells. For a family of five
persons, fuelwood requirements can be met by six coconut palms more
than five years old. The traditional home gardens have helped to
maintain soil fertility and to provide a reliable source of fuel-
wood. It has been reported that in East Java, 63 percent of all
fuelwood was obtained from farmyards; and that in centeral Java,
49 to 81 percent oT all fuelwood came from home gardens. The
production in one watershed in.central Java was estimated at between
7 and 9 m3/ha/year.

The Combretum-Rice System

In Southeast Asia, in areas with_an annual rainfall varying
from 1,500 to 2,000 mm over five to six months; the Combretum-rice
system_is_common._ Farming activities consistmainly of rice cropping;
which is done in the rainy season, but trees_have always been planted
in conjunction with rice production. Rice fields are demarcated_in
the form of squares of 1 hectare each by small dikes which are planted
with two rows ofCombretum_quadrangular. Sometimes Calophyllum
insophyllum is planted on large dikes to produce seeds from which
oil is extracted and used for lighting. Combretum is managed under
a coppice system with a rotation of five to six years. This means
that each year farmers-i_cut between one fifth and one sixth of the
total length of their dikes. Fuelwood production from the first_
cutting is estimated at between 0.6 and 1.0, m3 per 400 linear metres
per year; In the second and third rotations, this production may
double;

Bush-Fallow Systems

These are adaptations of the shifting_cult1vation which occurs
extensively in Africa; Asia_and Latin America among subsistence
farmers to reconstitute soil fertility and:to supply rural people
With fuelwood, fodder and minor forest products. A number of bush-
fallow systems are of particular interest.

The_gum arabic tree-fallow system has long been used in
regenerating soil fertility over large areas, particularly in
Kordofan and Darfur_ provinces_ and parts of the Blue Nile and Kanala
provinces in the Sudan. In this system, crops are grown and gum
is produced in a well-defined rotation.

In Kurdistan and in the Zagros mountains of Iran, the local
people use a system which involves the exploitation of natural scrub
and hush for fuel. After exploitation, the land is plowed and culti-
vated with barley. Then, after only one crop is harvested, it is
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left to fallow for three to five years to allow the natural vege-
tation to re-establish itself. Total fuelwood production from the
vegetated part may be estimated at 15 to 25 m3 for the fallow period
of about five years.

In southern Iran, farmers practicing irrigated agriculture
deliberately plant crops of Tamarix spp. around their fields to

-protect vegetable crops. When the land is abandoned after the
Well water becomes salty, they plant tamarisk trees to reduce soil
salinity before moving to another piece of land. This,in addition
to fuelwood, produces sticks for their vegetable crops. After
three to four years, the trees are dug up and both roots and aer'al
parts are used for fuelwood. On the basis of 200 trees/ha. between
4.7 and 6.5 m' of fuelwood could Ile collected after four years, in
addition to between 0.8 and 1.2 m of roots.

Legume-Tree Food Crops

This system has been used over a considerable area in semi=
arid ecosystems where soil fertility and moisture availability are
limiting factors to food crops. Dwellers in these zones encourage
the regeneration and growing of the trees to maintain soil fertility
and to produce fodder and fuelwood.

Shade-=T-rea-4A-dystrial Crops

Use of shade trees for industrial crops (coffee, cacao,
pepper and tea) is well documented. In Sri Lanka, Clyricida spp.
provide live support4stakes for pepper vines or shade trees for
tea plantations. An appropriate pruning operation can yield a
limited amount of fuelwood each year. Although this yield may be
small on a hectare basis, the potential contribution is large in
view of the total area devoted to combination tea and pepper
plantations in the tropics.

Trees planted in shelterbelts and windbreaks to improve local
microclimates and to enhance the quantity and quality of crop yields
are used in the agriculture of many countries as environmentally
effective hedges. Apart from its effect on crop production, the
system also provides cash crops and a substantial amount of
fuelwood.

Other examples of rural forestry could also be cited. All show
a variety of forestry practices and successful adaptations to
meet fuelwoad requirements. There are, however, a number of features
which distinguish them from classical plantatton forestry. .Firs*,
fuelwood products in farming communities are from a variety of
ligneous material and come from a wide range of woody species.
Farmers will often plant not one but several species, often multi-
purpose species, to cover a variety of specific economic and
ecological needs. Another important characteristic in fuelwood
production is the selection and planting of only those species
that provide food, fodder or income directly, or assist in the
production and sustenance of these items by maintaining and improving
soil fertility. In the subsistence economies, fuelwood was often
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regarded in the past as a by-product of the efforts to produce
enough food for the family.

A third- feature of farming communities is their relatively
low consumption Of_fuelwood. Subsistence farmers have tradtionally
kept their fuelwood_requirements_in harmony with their actual needs.
The prattites described above suggest that under such conditions,
where land is not scarce and where peasant communities are able to
prod_Ute their_own food and to integrate trees into their land -use
systems; immediate and long7termrequirements for fuelwood can be
ensured. For-a number of decades;_however; this system has been
under increasing pressure from a number of separate and related
causes originating not so much in technical factors as in the -land-
use system itself. Early attempts to improve subsistence agri-
cultural systems_ emphasized annual cash crops; The extensive culti=
vatien tetoired by such crops reduced the tree coVer and exhausted
soil fertility. Trees no_Jonger improved soil fertility through
nutrient recycling and humus supply; so commercial fertilizers had
to be used. Although they_were partly successfUli_theyintreased
farmer dependence. Another factor was the intensifitatiOn Of_live-

stOtk grazing. Without due_regard to fodder production;_ Which led to
greater pressure on available woody resources and to the shrinkage
of woody grazing grounds;

With the advance of large rural seitlementS and the expansion
of cities, fuelwood; which used to be a_frde commodity, entered the
market and was traded not only for cooking and heating purposes but
also:for a variety of artisanal and industrial uses such as brick
and lime making; tanning; ceramics -and pottety, brewing and food

additives. This resulted in a rapid detline of fuelwood resources;
Peasant communities found themselvet With rising shortages which
forced them to search farther and fatther afield in order to meet

their needs;

Potential and Limits of Rural Forestry

The_ strongly_previous discussion stronglilies that rural forestry
is the most natural solution to the problem of fuel in the rural
areas; and that trees and forest vegetation can be integrated
the traditional land-use system in a variety of way:-- Finally, it

clearly deMonstrateS_that such integration is not mE.. ccincidcncc
but the result of_well-thought-out systems designed to improve sub-
si.stehee fbbid production and to control land degradation.

These conclusions have important policy implications in rela-

tion to fuelwood production; They suggest a_need to reexamine
patt_plantation models; which have been based_ essentially on inter-
vention in the forest domain and in the so-called wastelands; A

concept Of forestry is required which_will spread across the whole
spectrum of_land management; The agricUltUral_sector; for instance,

ought to include forest trees; Here; theit role would be to support
agricultural production; diversify income and control land degradation.

Between 2 and 5 percent of agricultural land can be opened up
for tree plantations according to various tree-planting patterns
without any loss to agricultural production. This could have a
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great impact on the basic problems Of_food_and land amelioration
While providing the necessary fuelwded in the rural sector.

Th0 ifflplementation_of this polity will require a program to

improve andlor_introdute traditional forettry in agricultural
communities.- It will require the developMent of a number of
technical solutions associated with the integration of tree growing

and farming. It will also require that_fbrestry that is now largely

production- oriented must_become oriented as well_to_agricultural

improvement. Fuelwood and fodder production would then become the

two most important products: This would require_a much more inti-

mate khowledge_of_the treespecies best adapted to the region and
the people; but it would not eliminate the need for developing;
thrbUgh genetic selection; fast-groWing ttrains_of local and exotic
spetiet_whibh are relatively unaffeeted by local pests;diseases
and biotic factors. for would it eliMinate_theneed for developing

silVitUltural systems adapted to different levels of rural produc-

tion systems.

The Socio-Economic Framework

Before we can expect any success in the implementation of such

a_pt-ogeam, the previous socio -economic framework.; which has brought

about_the over-exploitation of_treet on agricultural lands; will

need to be fully understood. What Will readily work in one region,_

for example;_will not work in others. In some areas; trees and shrubs

could be introduced without_Uptettingthe_local economy because of

large holdings or because _Of the existence of intensive agricUltUrd.

In other areas; this would heit_be possible because land holdings are

too small and people are dependent on them for food. In_uplandt

with small farming communities, trees could not be introduced With=

out assistance to those_nOW _dependent on plant cover for part, if

not all; of their livelihoOd.

If traditional_ forestry practices are to become an integral

part of rural planning, farmers will have to be the object of special

information campaignt and will have to be trained in tree planting

and management. Thit can be done either individually or collectively;

First of all; -the political authorities_wili haVe to recognize that

this integration of forestry and -agriculture is becoming more urgent

all the time because of the combinatiOn of increasing population and

shortage of wood for man's most basit needt, especially fuel.
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WHY IS IT SO DIFFICULT TO GROW FUELWOOD?

Raymond Noronha

Raymond Noronha is a sociologist on the
staff of the World Bank.

For a large part of the world's population, wood is the main
source of energy for cooking, heating and all kinds of local
manufacturing. But the forests that produce this wood are under
increasingly heavy pressure. This gives impetus to the necessity
of looking to village woodlots as one of the most important means
of dealing with the wood-energy crisis.

Two basic assumptions should be made: first, that the tech-
niques of establishing woodlots are Well known;_ second, that trees
serve a variety of human needs and are one of the cheapest sources
of energy. If there is no dispute about these assumptions, why is
it that village woodlots are not springing up all over the country-
side in the developing countries where they are so badly needed?
The reasons are not technological, but social and political.

Examples of both successful and unsuccessful Woodlot programs
are few, and relatively recent: China, the Republic of Korea, India
(0ujaret), Tanzania and Niger. However, all of these have been sub-
jected to intensive scrutiny.

China

Over a period of 30 years, from 1949 to 1978, the forest area
of China increased by 72 million hectares, representing 12.7 percent
of the land area. The main cause of this increase was the mass
mobilization of rural communities. National targets were set and
then translated into specific goals for districts, brigades and
communities. The revolutionary spirit pervading the program, as in
all other Chinese programs, called for rebuilding and renewal. The
organization for this purpose already existed; the division of tasks
was prescribed uniformly throughout the nation and implemented by a

hierarchy of officials and cadres.

Republic of Korea

The Korean example, which has been more highly touted than the
Chinese as a model for other developing countries, seems more dramatic.
Until 1973, all efforts at controlling forest degradation had failed;
and seedlings planted by foresters were cut within six months of
planting. Since the villagers traditionally regarded forest land
as a free source of fuelwood, the result was a loss of forests around
communities and the increasing use of leaves, grass, rice straw,
maize stover and other agricultural residues for fuel.

The Republic of Korea embarked on a four=fold program in 1973
which involved the strengthening of the Forest Department, the
passing of the new Forest Law, and the launching of an extension and
public information campaign. This gave encouragement to the planting
of trees; to conservation measures and to enforcement of the new law.
The prohibition of leaf=raking and removal of 'grass litter within
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forest areas was enforced and a national reforestation scheme was
started to create fuelWood plantations in every village.

India (Gujarat)

The story in Gujarat is slightly different. By 1969, it was
realized that the reserved State forest areas were dwindling through
constant incursions by the rural population for their fuel, fodder,
and building-pole needs. Further, the rural population was
increasingly compelled to use agricultural residues and dung for
fuel; thereby affecting agricultural returns. The two principles
used by the Forest Department in trying to reverse this trend were,
first, to provide a demunstration effect--to show people that trees
could be grown with profit and for comparatively quick returns; and
second, to conduct an extensive public information campaign. In

implementing the former, the Government was induced to hand over
responsibility for road and canal sides to the Forest Department,
which planted trees there.

While the program of planting on government lands and encouraging
individual tree=planting could be described as a runaway success,

the village woodlot prosram is lagging; Starting_ili 1974, the Forest
Department decided to get, village panchayats, or locally elected
bodies, involved in reforestation on village_commons. The approach
differs significantly from that of the Republic of Korea. The

Department requests the village to set asidee portion of its lands
for reforestation and undertakes all the work_of establishment,
maintenance and protection. Thete are now called "supervised" village
plantations. At harvest, the village receives half of the net sale

proceeds.

In_addition, there are self-_htlp village plantations where the

Forest Departmentprovides only free seedlings and technical
assistance. To date; there are only 2,500 supervised; and about 70
self -help village plantationt; representing_ about 14 percent of the

villages in the State; AlthdUgh Forest Department officials plan

to increase their efforts_te convince more_panchayats to undertake
community woodlot plantationt; it_Would appear that their efforts
will not be as successful as in the promotion of individual forestry.

Village woodlott in Tanzania have also not been entirely_a

success; The program, however, is relatively recent, having begun

only in 1975. The_organization and process of decision - making closely

parallel those of the Republic of Korea; The basic unit, in_an
ujamaa villa_ge; it the village assembly which elects a_cciUncil and a
leader who is_alto 'the party_ secretary. In addition -to working

their own Olotti_Villagers have to provide_communal labor. Program

formulation-originates at the village leVel and then_proceeds to
the ward, diVitiOn, district and region; At the village,level;
the village adviser, who is also the manager, is_a government-
appointed Official. This framework_allows_for_planning_and decision-

making directly at the village level. Although there is an inter-

linking -of government and elected personnel atievery_level up to

the regional, together with provision ftit participation by the
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people, the village woodlot program has yet to achieve anything
like the success of the Korean and Chinese programs.

Niger

Even less of a success Was the effort to establish 500 hectares
of village woodlots in Niger under a World Bank project. "As fast

as the trees were planted," said one observer, "the village people
either pulled them out_or alloWed uncoAtrolled grazing to take

place. Of another village Woodlot program in Niger; this one
funded by CHIA, it was said that "effective local participation in
reforestation has been throttled by an exclusive relrance...on a
community woodlot system ill;Suited in the socio-political context
to serve as a vehicle for reforestation efforts..."

Social Factors

What are the_reattiht for the successes and failuret of the

programs described aboVe? Are there any principles to be extracted

from them that can be usefully applied to future village_Woodltit__
projects; or is each Case* as is sometimes suggestediuhi0e; With
no possibility of relating the experiences of one projett to another?

Firstj the Ktieean village is homogenous; it is not segmented

by caste or tribal affiliations. Though disparities in_wealth
exist; they are not great. There is; therefore; a relatiVe equality

among all villagers.- Second; as in the Chinese_prograM; there is

government commitment to the establishment of village plantations.
This commitment_takes the form of budgetary assistance, technical

expertise," public education and law enforcement._ It is not diffi-

cult; in these circumstances; to "convince" the landowner to part

with his fcitest land for a return of 16- percent of the proceeds

from growing trees. It is also not difficult_to persuade the

villager to perform his share of community duties when failure to

do so- would incur penalties enforceable_by his village peers. Thii.d;

the_"SamaeUl Udong" movement; whithWOrked_in other spheres of

village_ activity, was successfully integrated into the reforestation

movement. Fourth; the organizational. format reaches down to the _

Village and provides a for66 for expression,even though needs and

projects are finally determined at the country level.

Gujarat presents an_interesting contrast in that while indiVidual

planting has expanded, Village_woodlots lag. Why is this W Based
on my recent visits there and:tO Uttar_Pradesh; can try to offer

some reason's; Firsti the Indian village; unlike the Koreah, is

heterogeneous. There is a_mosaic of casts which associate only on

well-recognized traditional occasions such as temple fettiValt. On

a few other occasions; such as weddings; some castes do_aCt in

common;i,but only within a_traditionally defined role. There is no

tradition of communal action for such projects as groWing trees.

In one,village Where community woodlots did take hold, dynamic

leadership was responsible. A trusted panchayat chairman started

by planting trees on his own land and then convinced the villagers
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that they, too, should have their own woodlot. Why did he decide
on a self-help scheme rather than one in which the,Forest Department
would do everything for him? "Because," he said, '1 refuse to pay
the Department 50 percent of the profits for work on our land
which is, in any event an overpayment.__ Where did he get funds,
since his panchayat was_poor? "People trust me. When I need ,

money I approach rich villagers who give me anything I ask for."

A second key factor for village Woodlots is the availability
of land. There must be enough agricultural land for the local
community. The village commons should be large enough so that
villagers do not feel that reserving land for forestry will affect
their other needs, particularly grazing. Also,_ the area set aside
should be large enough for the harvest to meet the needs of all
villagers. The percentage of villages capable of satisfying all
of these conditions is small.

Third, governmental support for the program is essential. In

Gujarat, while there is complete support for the forestry program,
support does not appear to be as wholehearted for the village com-
munity woodlot program.

A fourth point is that Gujai-at, like_the Republic of Korea,
has made the transition from individual initiators to a fleXible
organilation that retains the spirit of the initiator with the addi-
tion of an extension network which reaches down to the village.
SociologiOallyi_it might be said to_have made.the transition from
charismatic leadership to bureaucracy.

Fifth, labor_for plantations and maintenance continues to be
a problem,_tinte_thete is little availabl, locally and_most has to
be supplied by Migrant tribes.. Local workers are usually tied to
contractors Or_bound by_ocial and economic ties to landowners who
are- reluctant to free them during agricultural seasons (when many
Of the forestry operations are carried out).

Sixth, there --is a problem of distribution which will soon have
to be faced. It is unlikely that especial preference will be given
to the poorest sections of the viTlage population. More likely,
all villagers wil share equally in the harvest if the village
panchayat decides to distribute_the fuelwood. Even more likely,
however, is that the harvest will be sold and the proceeds applied
to other priority needs determined by the panchayat. In this sense,
village woodlots may fail to achieve their goal of alleviating the
villagers' fuelwcod needs and reducing their present dependence
upon agricultural residues and dung as fuel.

In Tanzania, although the organizational pattern bears a close
resemblance to the Korean one, the problems in establishing village
woodlots are similar to thoSe of Gujarat Tanzania is a nation
with tribal affiliationS that hinder common action for a non-tradi-
tional activity like foretry.
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The complex land-tenure system in Tanzania prevents alloca-
tion of land for forestry. The abolition of freehold land in
1963 and the vesting of land in the State meen that the farmer sees
his holding as temporary: he is not convinced that he will reap
the benefits Of tree crops eight to ten years after planting. At
the same time, villagers are unwilling to set aside lands which,
despite nationalization, are still believed to belong to'certain
groups and which are therefore utilized and inherited according to
traditional systems of tenure.

Another problem is that the villagers are willing to use only
hardwoods for fuel. They will not take wood from industrial planta-
tions because they believeit burns too quickly. Nor willthey accept
charcoal from softwood, despite the fact that its effective caloric
value per unit weight is the same as that of hardwood, the cost of
production identical, and the price only half that of hardwood
charcoal.

According to John Spears, who is responsible for forestry at
the World 3ank, the reason why the World Bank project in Niger failed
to achieve its target of establishing 500 hectares of village wood
lots was because villagers "had not been involved in formulating
the project and because they perceived the village woodlot area as
a traditional ground." But numerous other factors were involved.
Collective action was lacking. Self-help projects were generally
imposed by government officials without local participation._ Com-
munity schemes required interdependence and not everyone could be
counted on to do his share of the work. The returns from community
woodlots were too small to encourage participation. There was _a
great deal of emigration during the agricultural off-season, placing
a burden on a few to maintain and protect village plantations. FeW
villagers believed that wood would be distributed free at harvest;
they felt that the Government or some rich villagers would get all
the benefits. Since all the inputs were provided free of cost by
the Government, th, villagers did not identify with the project;
moreover, the free provision of inputs reinforced their belief that
it was a government project of which they would not share the
benefits.,

Effective Village Forestry

Government Commitment

If afforestation programs are to succeed, there must first be
a commitment on the part of the government. This commitment must
be expressed in three ways: giving priority to afforestation
budgetary- support, and the provision of staff. Where any of these
three is lacking, afforestation programs falter.

There are major historical and socio-political constraints
to making this commitment. Historically, the major emphasis of
governments has been on feeding their populations and, where
possihle, developing a surplus for export. In pursuit of this goal,
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they have consistently supported the settlement of people in
fo'rested areas. There has been little attempt at conservation of
timber resources, largely because these were considered more than
adequate until the last two decades.

Planning bodies that Influence economic development in
developing countries are not staffed with foresters; they are
flooded with economists, administrators, the occasional_ sociologist
or anthropologist, and agriculturists. In these disciplines,.
forestry plays a minor role because fuelwood, for instance, and
its use by the majority of the rural population do not enter into
national accounting systems since so little of it is bought. The
urban population, with which planners come into contact' on a more
regular basis, uses charcoal, wood (which "mysteriously" appears
from the countryside).-, kerosene, gas and electricity.

Related to this is the official view of the role of a forestry
department in countries where this does, in fact, exist. The
forestry department has had to preserve the country's forest
resources and to extract commercial species of timber. The
forester's main qualification was his knowledge of tree species.
His contacts with people were meant to be. limited to a few poachers
and some more affluent hunters. With increasing population and
the hunger for land, he has fought a losing battle to maintain his
domain. If there is to be change, therefore, forestry departments
must have enhanced status. Training should include courses in
practical sociology and extension techniques in an effort to
elimirtate the idea that forestry is concerned only with the preser-
vatiOn and reforestation of reserved forest areas.

To many_lovernments of developing countries; the cry for invest-
ment in fu wood resources is a step backward'in the pursuit of
progress:- For generations now; developing countries have been told
that bigger is better; that electric central heating is more pro-
gressive than fuelwood stoves; that diesels are better than coal-
fired railway engines; and that cars are better than horse-drawn
carriages;

Transition

'The spread of new ideas and methods is usually the result of
an individual,'or a few individuals, trying out new ways of dealing
with familiar probleAs. It is understandable that the richer farmer
with more land shou0d be among the first to join such programs.
Who else can afford the risks? Furthermore, he is often an opinion
leader in hismilieu. But for a program to spread and attain national
dimensions, a growing organization is needed, one which retains the
spirit of the initiators and yet reaches down to the lowest village
levels.

This process of transition is one of the most difficult--for
rules can kill. It is a transition that has been felicitously
des.cribed as a learning process in three stages: learning to be
effective;,learning to be efficient; and maturity through learning
to expand.
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involving People

Villagers have to understand a government's program before
they can be expected to involve themselves in it What, then,
does involving the people.mean? There are four basic principles:
an acceptance of the validity of local viewsi the incorporation
into organizational design of local participation in program formu-
lation and decision-making; explanation of the program as a method
of solving; or alleviating, the problems of the community; and
obtaining community consent to the program.

Understanding

To involve the people means that they must be understood:
their perceptions; their priorities, their sociacultural frame-
work, their economic needs. To the environmentalist outsider,
forest depredation may mean the loss of valuable forest resources;

dto the villager concerned with his daily necessities and with
little ability to control his future, it may mean new agricultural
land, a residence and fuelwood to cook his meals. He may regard
lower returns from the land, increased erosion and floods as_the
result not of his own doings, but as a consequence of natural
forces beyond his control. To reach the villager, then, it is

necessary to understand his "worldview."

There is also the -time horizon in forestry projects to be
considered. Trees, unlike wheat, rice or maize, take years to mature.
Even a fast-growing species needs about five years before the first
cutting. Returns, therefore, are delayed. To ask a farmer, or a
village, to set aside land which will yield fruit only in years to
come is a difficult task.

Women

Th\e role of women in forestry is just beginning to be appreciated
and ana\lyzed. There are too few women involved in the design of
forestry programs who could contact local women. But local socio-
cultural attitudes often do not permit open involvement of women in
development programs. Time will resolve both these problems, but
right now, there should be an acceptance of the principle that as a

matter of course, women should be involved in forestry programs,
both as designers and as implementers, They should not be thought
of simply as gatherers of fuelwood.

Des-i-gn

For village woodlots to succeed, the choice of an organization
and in-depth knowledge of the village by_itself will not suffice,
To involve the villager; one must offer him a program that_F4 under-
stands and which caters to his needs. _There must tie a_method in the
incentives offered to encourage participation. Does the proffered
species-mix provide him with_trees that he knows and uses? If_he
decides that the trees intended to be grown as fuelwood are not
suitable; they will be rejected.
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Implementation

Few existing_ programs address the problems of implementation
of a village woodlot program such as maintenance or the questiOn
of distribution of_the harvest. These are contractual obligations
which must be settled at the outset.

ost analysts remark that_ maintenance of woodlots is one of
the problems It is here that_the difference between
the self-help villages of the Republic of Korea_and_the super=
vised villages of Gujarat is_most evident._ In_the former, it is
the villagers who maintain their woodlot, but in the latter, labor
is generally hired by the Forest Department._ Except in_a few cases,
this labor comes from outside the village, Only_ty:len the_villagers
are responsible for its maintenance will they believe that it really
is their woodlot;

A similarly difficult problem_is that of distribution of the
harvest, a problem_again_solved only in the Republic of Korea; In

Gujarat, the few plantations that reached maturity created a debate
over whether the harvest should be shared locally or sold for a
profit.

In Shorti_Village priorities are not_ necessarily the same as
those of outsiders, who might want to give preference to the poor
or vice versa.

Conservation

_
_Many reforestation programs only deal with the supply side of

the fUelWood equation. Few attempt to alter the demand aspects.
PrObably thiS is- because current fuelwood programs only meet_a
frattion of\existing minimum requirements; Neverthele'ss, unless
there is a changed philosophy toward fuelwood usei_supply will never,
catch up -with demand. Some programs have attempted to introduce
conservation mettindsthroughi for example, the construction of

i_Mproved stoves. The only program that appears to have been success-
ful is the introduction of the "Lorena" stove in Guatemala. In

Africa, the same stove had limited success.

Agencies dealing with international development in many parts

of the world are planning to increase theit_suppOrt_of renewable
energyresorces; and village woodlots are fundamental. However;
the problems that affect the acceptance or rejection of woodlots
transcend the technological and are essentially socio-cultural;
economic and locally politital, what it all boils down to is the
willingness to understand people and to put that understanding into
the design and the running of programs, wherever they may be;
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DEFINITIONS OF MAJOR- W0OD SOURCES

The following list represents a basic summary of some important
aspects of managing various wood resource systems:

= The management of natural forests involves sustaining their
output without damaging the growing stock through either
even or uneven aged management;

=, Plantations are usually even aged, but can provide yields
of different si::es and types of material over a long period
of time (i.e.; through thinnings for bean poles, firewood,
fence posts; etc.)

= Collective and/or individual wood lots can be managed as
plantations or natural forests. They are often mismanaged
as a result of communal politics.

Mill scra-per, longingwaste and land conversion are all sources
resulting from other ongoing forestry operations.

Agricultur_a_l_fa_l_low provides a supply of wood when trees and
brush which have been planted in a planned, rotational cropping
system or which have naturally seeded at the end of a cropping
cycle are cut to prepare for the next crop cycle. It is not
generally thought of as a potential source for charcoal and
is usually burned in the fields for its value as fertilizer.
It should be noted, however, that the burning process and
resultant soil damage usually negate any real benefit to the
soil.

Agro-Forestry involves the integrated management of a land
area for both food and fuelwood crops. Charcoal can be one
of -the resulting products. Management may be individual or
collective.
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THE PROBLEM OF FUEL-WOOD---SCARCITY

Total TiMe: 2 hours

Objectives:

Resourtet:

Materials:

To identify and diStUtt the causes and effects
of the world fuelwood problem

* To discuss the role Of charcoal production in
the problem

* To identify possible solutions to the world
fuelwood problem

Attachment 8-A: "The Other Energy Crisis: Firewood"

* Attachment 8=8: "Direct Energy Efficiency of
Charcoal Productide

* Attachment 8-C: "HOW the More Expensive Fuel Can

Be Cheaper td_Ute" _
* Attachment 8-0: "HOW the More Expensive Fuel Can

BO_Cheaper to Buy"
* Attachment 8-E: "World Charcoal Use Fact Sheet"

Newsprint; felt=tip pens (optional: screen and

film projector).
Trainer Notes

* As an_option to use bf_the "Worldwatch Papei- No 1", it is

recommended that the Filth, "Firewood: The Other Energy

Crisis"; be shown. The film is an effectiVe_and stimulating

means of presenting theworld fuelwood scarcity problem. The

"Worldwatch Paper No 1" dealswith essentially the same

issues as the film end is identified as a_resource due to an

understanding of the difficulty of acquiring films for use

outside the United States. However; every effort should be

made to acquire the film prior to the training program. It

can be ordered through: .

DiCk_Young Productions Ltd.
118 Riverside Drive
New York; NY 10024
(212) 787-8954

Step 1. (5 minutes)
ReView and explain the session objectives;

Step 2. (25 minutes)
DiStribute AttathMent 8=A, "Worldwatch Paper N

and allow participants time to read it;
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Step 3. (20 minutes)
Ask the participants to identify some of the causes
and effects of the world_fuelwood crisis brought out
in the reading material (or filM).

Trainer Notes

* List their responses on posted newsprint.

* SOMe Of the major causes and effects which should be
mentioned include:

= population
= land converted to

agricultural use
- changing weather patterns
- overgrazing
= changes in eating habits
= displacement of people
-7- urbanization
= erosion
= use of dung

- lower crop yields
- lower water tables
- use of forests for lumber
- flooding
- silting of rivers
- crime
- latk of money _

- attitude_of defeatism
- destrUttion of animal

habitats

* Stimulate discussion by haVing the group_describe ways in
which the causes and effectt are interrelated (i.e.,___
increased population leads to increased_land conversion;
which leads to destructibh of animal habitats, less available
fuelwood; shifting to urbah areas; etc.

* Ask individuals to give examples of fuelwood scarcity situa-
tions at their work sites.

Step 4; (10 minUtes)
Distribtite_and explain Attachment 8-B, "Direct
Energy Effitiehty of Charcoal Production."

Trainer Notes

* Explain that_thiS Attachment is designed to ill-ustrate that
charcoal_ production results in a direct loss of energy
potential, even when using improved techniques;

Step 5. X20 minutes) - --

Distribute Attachment 8-C, "Row the More Expensive
Fuel Can Be Cheaperto Use ", -and Attachment 8-70;
"How the More Expensive Fuel Can Be_Cheaper to
Buy", and ask participants to identify reasons why
individuals would choose to use charcoal in spite
of its apparent inefficiency.

Trainer Notet

* Record their responses on posted newsprint.

The following points should be noted and discussrA:

46 Continued
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- smokeless

easy to sell, store, measure

= status

= charcoal stoves are inexpensive; efficient, and portable

= industrial demand for charcoal

- ease -of transporting and shipping due to reduction of
weight and bulk

Step 6. (20 minutes)
Distribute and discuss Attachment 8-E; "World Charcoal
Use Fact Sheet."

Trainer Notes

Ask participants to describe the charcoal use and control
situation in the country where- the training is being provided;

Step 7. (20 minutes)
Have participants identify and discuss possible
solutions to the world fuelwood crisis.

Trainer Notes

* Record their responses on posted newsprint.

* Some important possibl, solutions include:

- more efficient charcoal production methods

- improved wood resource management

- improved designs of charcoal cookers

- improved designs for wood-burning stoves

- use f retained heat cookers

- population control

- further development of other energy sources (i.e., biogas,
solar, etc.)
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THE OTHER ENERGY CRISIS: FIREWOOD

by Erick Eckholm

World Watch Paper 1

September, 1975

Dwindling reserves of petroleum and artful tampering with its
distribution are the stuff of which headlines are made. Yet for
more than a third of the world's people, the real energy crisis is
a daily scramble to find the wood they need to cook dinner; Their
search for wood, once a simple chore andnow,as forests recede, a
day's labor in some places, has been strangely neglected by diplo-
mats, economists, and the media. But the firewood crisis will be
making news--one way or another= -for the rest of the century.

While chemists devise ever more sophisticated uses for wood,
including cellophane and rayon, at least half of all the timber cut
in the world still fulfills its original role for humans--as fuel
for cooking and, in colder mountain regions, a source of warmth.
Nine-tenths of the people in most poor countries today depend on
firewood as their chief source of fuel. And all too often, the
growth in human population is outpacing the growth of new trees- -
not surprising when the average user burns as much as a ton of

firewood a year. The results are soaring wood prices, a_growing

drain on _
incomes and physical energies in order to satisfy basic

fuel needs, a costly diversion of animal manures to cooking food
rather than producing it, and an ecologically disastrous spread of
treeless landscapes.

The firewood crisis is probably most acute today in the countries

of the densely populated Indian subcontinent, and in the scmi-arid
stretches of central Africa fringing the Sahara Desert, though it,
plagues many other regions as well In Latin America, for example;
the scarcity of wood and charcoal is a problem throughout most of

the Andean region, Central America, and the Caribbean.

An Economic Burden

As firewood priceS rite, so does the economic burden on the urban

poor; One typical morning on the outskirts of Kathmandu, Nepal's

capital city, I Watthed_a steady flow of people--men and women,__

children and the_Very old==trudge into the city with heavy, neatly
chopped and stacked_lbadsof wood on their backs. _I asked my_taxi
driver how much their loads, for which they had walked several
hours into the surrounding hills; would sell for "Oh, wood a very

expensive item!" he exclaimedwithout_hesitatioh. Wood prices_are

a primary topic of COnversat4on in Kathmandu these -days. "That load;

costs 20 rupees_noW. Two_ye s ago; it sold for _six or seven

rupees." Thit 300 percent riseinthe price of fuel_wood has in

part been proMpted_by the escalating cost of imported_ kerosene, the

principle alternative energy source for the poor. But firewood_
prices have risen mush faster than kerosene prices, also reflecting
the growing difficulty with which wood is procured._ It now costs

as much to run a Kathmandu household on wood as on kerosene.
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The costs of firewood and charcoal are climbing throughout most Of_
Asia; Africa; and Latin America; Those who can; pay the price, and
thus; must forego consumption of other essential- goods. Wood_is
simply accepted as one of the major expenses of living. In Niaiiibyi

Niger; deep in the drought-plagued Sahel in West Africai_the_aVerage
manual laborer's family now spends nearly one-fourth of_itt_inCoMe
on firewood; In Ouagadougou; Upper Volta, the portion_is_20 to 30
percent; Those who can't pay so much may send their children, or
hike themselves; out into the surrounding countryside to forage - -_
if enough trees are within a reasonable walking_distance. OtherWite;
they may scrounge about the town for twigs, garbage; or anything
burnable.

It is not in the cities but in rural villages_that most people in
the affected countries live; and where_most firewood is bUrntd.
The rural pour in parts of India and Pakistan are_nOW
facing a new squeeze on their meager incomes. Until now; they have
generally been able to gather wood for -free among the trees scattered
through farmlands; but as wood prices in the_towns rise; landlords
naturally see an advantage in carting available_timOer_intd_the
nearest town to sell rather than giving_it to the nearby laborers.
While this commercialization of firewood raises the hope that ehtre
preneurs will see advantage in planting trees to develop a_sustain=
able; labor-intensive business; so_far a depletion of woodlands has
been the more common result. And the rural poor, with little or no
cash to spare; are in deep trouble in either case.

With the farmland trees and the scrubby woodlands of unfarmed areas
being depleted bj these- pressures, both the needy and the_etrepre-
neurs are forced to poach for fuel wood in the legally protected
ecologically and economically essential national forest reserves;
The gravity of the poaching_problem in India has been reflected in
the formation of tpetial_Mdbile guard-squads and mobile courts to
try captured offendert; but law enforcement measures:have little
effect in such ah untenable situation. Acute firewood scarcity
has underbined adiiiinitteative control even in china; where trees on
commune plantationt_are sometimes surreptitiously uprooted for fuel
almost as soon as they are planted.

Treet arc becoming_ scarce in the most unlikely places; In some of
the most remote villages in the world, deep in the once heavily
foretted Himalayan foothills of Nepal; journeying cut to gather _

fireWood and fodder is now an entire dr.i_yis_ task; Just one generation
ago, th6 same expedition required more than an hour or two.

EcolgicJ_Consequences

Because those directly suffering its consequences are mostly illiter-
ate and wood shortages lack_the photogenic visibility of famine; the
wood crisis has not provoked much_world attention. In a way;
there is little point in calling this a world problem; for fuel wood
scarcity; unlike oil scarcity, is always localized in its apparent
dimensions; Economics seldom permit fuel woodtobe carried or
trucked more than a few_hUndred miles from where it grows; let alone
the many thousandt of Milet traversed by the modern barrel of oil;
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Unfortunately, however, the consequences of firewood scarcity are
seldom liMited_to the economic burden placed on the poor of a par=
ticular_lacality. The accelerrIting degradation of woodlands through=
out Africa, Asia, and Latin America; caused in part by fuel gathering;
lits_at the_heart of_what will likely be the most profound ecological
challenge_of_the_late twentieth century. On a global basis; an
ecological threatto human well-being far more insidious and
intractable than the industrial pollution of-our air and water-=
which has preempted thinking on environmental quality--is_the_
undermining of the productivity of the land itself through soil
erosion,_ increasingly severe flooding; creeping deserts; and declining
soil_ fertility._ All_these problems are accentuated by deforettatian,
Whith is spreading as lands are cleared for agriculture and as
rising populations continue their search fbr firewood. Rainwater
falling on tree-covered land tends to soak ihto_the_yround rather_
than rush off; erosion and flooding_are thus reduced, and more water
seep; into valuable underground poolt and spring sources.

Dangerous Substitutes

In the Indian subcatititient, the most pernicious result of firewood
scarcity is probablY_nat the destruction of tree cover itself; -but
the alternatiVe'_ta_Whith a good share oc the people in India; Paki=
stan and Bangladeth have been forced. visitor to almost any
village_in the subcontinent is greeted by omnipresent pyramids bf
hand-molded dUng_patties drying in the sun. In many areas; these
dung caket haVe_been_the only- source of fuel for generationsi_bUi
now; by_neteStity;_their use is spreading further. Between_300 and
400 million tons of wet dung--which shrinks to 60 to -80 million tons
when dried -- =are annually burned for fuel in_ India_ alone,_ robbing

farmland of badly needed nutrients and organic matter. The plant

nutrients wasted annually in this fashion in India equal more than
a third of the country's chemical fertiliier use. __Looking only at

thit direct economic cost; it is easy to see_Why the country's
National_ COmmitsion on Agriculture recently detlared that_"the_use

of cow duhq as a source of non - commercial fuel is virtually a crime."

Even ;note important than the loss of ,agricultural nutrients is the

damage done to soil structure and quality through the failure to return

manure to the fields. Organic Materidltz=hUmus and soil organisms

WhiCh_live in it--play an essential rale in preserving the soil
structure and fertility needed far productive_ farming._ Organic
matter holds the soil in place when rainfalls and wind blows; and

reduces the wasteful; polluting runoff of chemical nutrients where
they are applied; thus increasing the efficiency of their use;

Peasants in the uplands of_SOUth Korea have found another; equally
destructive; way to cape with the timber hortage.A United Nations
forestry team visiting the country in thelate_1960'sfound not only_
live tree "branches; thrubsi_teedlings, and grasses being cut for -fuel;

many hillsides were raked tleah_Of all leaves;_litter and burnable _

materials Raking in thit_fathiOn; to meetneeds_for home fuel and

farm compost; robs the soil Of both a_protective cover and organic
matter; and the practice as cited by_the UN expertsas "one -of the

principal causes of soil erosion in Korea." scarcity

similarly impairs productivity in Eastern Nigeria; where the TiV
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people haVe_been forced to uproot crop residUPt after_thc harvest

fcr use as fUel._ Traditionally; the dead ttalkt and leaves have
been left to enrich the soil and hold down erosion.

A Closin-g Circle

The increasing time required to gather firewood in many_mountain
villages of Nepal is leading to what the kingdom's agricultural
Officials fear most of all_. For; once procuring wood takes too
lOng_to be worth the trouble; some farmers start to use cow dung,

Which was formerly applied with great care to the fields; as cooking

fUel. As this departure fromtradition spreads; the fertility of-

the- hills, already declining due_td soil erosion; will fall sharply.

In the more inaccessible spots, there -is no economic possibility

whatsoever of replacing the manure with chemical fertilizers,

And so_the circle starts to close_in Nepal; a circle long completed

in parts of India. As wood scarcity_ forces farmers to burn more

dung for fuel; and to apply less to their fields; falling food

OUtOUt will necessitate the_cleatihg of ever larger; ever steeper

tracts of forest--intensifying the erosion and landslide hazards.

Even_Nepal's key economic planning body; the National Planning

Commission, now says that if present trends continue, a "semi -

desert type of ecology in the hilly regions" will be created.

ThOUgh most dramatically_apparent_in Nepal; this same ClUtter of

phenomena threatens the future_ habitability of the entire stretch

Of_Himalayan foothills; from_Afghanistan through northern Pakistan,

India, and Nepal to BurmaAnd the negative consequences by no

means stop It the base of the_hills. When soil wathet away, it

Must relocate somewhere; and the rising load of silt tarried by

Asia's rivers is choking up expensivereservoirs and irrigation

works. Most threatening of all to food production prospects on

the Indian subcontinenti_ where nearly_one in every-five human beings

lives, is a rise in thefrecoencyand severity of fltidding in

Pakistan, India; and possibly Bangladesh; the result of denuded

watershedsHpff which rainfall rushes quicklY; and Of_the excessive

load of sediment from upstream that builds Up river beds, reducing

their capacity to channel water.

Firewood scarcity, -then, is intimately linked to the food problem

facing many countries in -two ways; Deforettatieh and_the diversion

of manures to use as fuel are sabotaging the land's ability -to pro-

duce food,. MeanWhile; as_an Indian official_OUI it,_"Evenif we

somehow grow enough food for our people in the year 2000; how in

the world will they cook it?"

A Renewable Resoil-rce

The'firewood crisis is in some ways more, and in others lets,

intractable than the energy_ crisis_ of the industrialized world.

Resource scarcity can usually be attacked from either end, through
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the conservation of demand or the expansion of supply. The world .

contraction in demand for oil in 1974 and early 1975, for example,
helped to ease temporarily the conditions of shortage.

But the firewood_needs_of the developing countries cannot be
massively reduced in_this fashion. The energy system of the truly_
poor contains no easily triMMable fat such as four to five thousand
pound private automobiles represent. Furthermore; a global reces-
sion does little to dampen_the demand for firewood as it temporarily
has in the ease of oil. The unfortunate truth is that the amount
of wood burned in a rarticulat country is almost completely deter-
mined by the number of people Who need to use it. in the absence

of suitable alternative energy_toorces, future firewood needs in
these countries will be determined iargely by population growth.

Even if demographers are surprised by quick progress in slowing
population growth over the next few decades, the demand for basic
resources like firewood will still posh many countries to their
limits.

Fortunately trees, unlike oil, are a renewable resource when properly

managed. The logical immediate response to the firewood shortage,

one that will have many incidental ecological benefits,-is to 'prairt--

more trees in plantations, on farms, along roads, in shelter belts,

and on unused land throughout the rural areas of the poor countries.

For many regions, fast-growing tree varieties are available that

can be culled for firewood in$ide of a decade.

The concept is simple; bUt i_ts implementation is not. GOvernments

in nearly all the wood-short countries have had tree planting pro-

grams for some time--for several- decades in some cases. National

forestry departments in particular have often been aware of the need

to boost the supply of wood products and the need to preserve
forests for a habitable_environment. But several problems have

plagued these programs from the beginning.

One is the sheer magnitude of the need for wood, and the_scale of

the growth in_demand._ Population growth; which surprised many with

its acceleration_in_the_post_-warera; has swalloWed_the moderate
treeplanting_efforts of many countries; rendering their impact__

almost negligible. _Wood-producing programs Will_have to be under-

taken on a far:greater scale -than most governMentS presently con-

ceive if a real dent is to be made in the problem.

The problem of scale is closely linked to a second major obstacle

to meeting thit crisis: the perennial question of political priori-`

ties and decision-making time-frames. What with elections to win;

was to fight, dams to build, and hungry mouths to feed, it is hard

fop any politician to concentrate funds and attention on a problem

so diffuse and seemingly long-term in nature.
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Political-;-Cultural; and Administrative Tangles

Even when the political Will is there and the funds are allocated;

implementing a large-scale reforestation campaign is an unexpec=

telly complex and difficult proceSt. Planting millions of trees

and SUccessfully_nurturing them -to maturity is not a technical,_

clearly boundaried task like building a dam or a chemical fertili2Or

plant. Tree planting proje-As_almatt always become deeply enmeshed

in the political;cultural; and adMinistrativetangles of a rural

locality; they touch upon and are influenced by; the daily living

habitt of many people; and they frequently end in failure.

Most of the regions with too few trees also have too many cattle,

sheep, and goats; Where rangelandS_aro badly overgrazed; the leaVet

of_a young sapling present an appeti: .1g temptation to a foraging

animal; Marauding livestock are prime destroyers of tree planting
projectS__throu9yset the less developed world: To be successful;

then; reforestation efforts often require a formidabl_ ze administra
mtive_effort to protect the plants for years--not to mention the

monittoring_of timber harvesting and replanting activities once the

trees reach maturity;

Village politics can undermine a program as well; An incident frOM

Ethiopia a few years back presents an extreme case; but its lessons

are_plain. A rural reforestation program was initiated as a public

works_Schomo to help_control erosion and supply local wood needt.

The planting jobs were given to the local poor, mostly landless;

laborerS who badly needed the low wages they could earn in the

planting program; Seedlings were distributed; planting commenced,

and all_seemed to be going well - -until the overseers journeyed out

td_cheek the progress; They_found that in many areas; the_seedlings_

had been planted upside down!_ The laborers; of coursei_well:Anew the

difference between roots and branches; they also kneW that given the

feudal land-tenure system in- which they were livingi Mott_of_ttic

benefits of the planting would flow one way or,andther into the

hands of their lords; They were not anxious to work efficiently

for substandard wages on a project that brought thpiii few personal

returns.

In country after country; -the same lesson has been learned tree

planting programs_are most successful when a MajOrity_,of the local

community is deeply involved in planning and iMpleMenta,tion; and

clearly perceives its Self-interest in success. With wider community

participation; the control of grazing patternt can -be built into the

program from the beginning, and a motivated toil;mutity_will protect

its own project and provide labor at little or no cost.

Alternative Fuels

Whatever the success of tree plapting projects; the wider substitu

tion of Othertnergy sources where wood is now being used_would, if

feasiblei contribute greatly to a_solution of the firewood problem

A shift frOM Wood-burning stoves_to those running on.natural gas,

coali or electricity has indeed been the dominant global trend in

the last century and a half;
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Events of the last two years, cf course; haVe abruptly altered
energy use_trends and prospects everywhere. The_MOst widely over-
looked impact of the fivefold increase in oil prices, an impact
drowned out by the economic distress caused for oil - importing _

countries; is the fact that what had been the Most feaSible substi=
tute for firewood, kerosene; has now been pulled even farther out
of reach of the world poor than it already was

In a sensibly_ organized world; taking into account the total picture
Of energy, ecology; and food; the oil distribution picture would
Took far_different; The long-term interest in preserving the pro-
ductive capacity of the earth and in maximizing welfare for the
greatest number of people might argue for lower prices and a_rapid
increase, not a halt; in the adoption of kerosene and natural gas
in the homes of the poor over the next two decades; This; in turn,
would be viable for a reasonable time period only if the waste and
comparatively frivolous uses of energy in the induStriJl countriesi
Which are depleting petroleum reserves so quickly; were cut sharply.

FoSSil_ fuels are not the only alternate energy sourte_beingcontem-
rated, and over the long term; many of those using firewodd, like
eveeyone else, will have to turn in other direttient. Nothings -for
example, would be better than a dirt-cheap devite fbr cooking dinner
in_the evening with solar energy eollected_earlier_in the day. But
actually developing such a stove and introducing it to- hundreds -of

millions of the world's most tradition-bound and penniless families
is another story;

Indian scientists have pioneered for decadet with an ideal sounding
device that breaks down manures and other organie wastes into
methane gas for cooking and a rich compost for the farm. Over_eight
thousand of these bio-gas plants, .as_they are called, are -now being

used in India; Without a substantialredUttion in_cost, however,_
they will only slowly infiltrate the nUndredt_Of thousands of rural
villages where the fuel problem is growihg. Additionally, as the
plants are adopted; those too poor to own cattle could be left
worse off than ever; denied traditiOnal access to dung but unable._
to afford bio-gas; Still, it is scientific progress with_relatively
simple, small-scale devices like -solar cookers andbio-gas_plants____
that will likely provide the fuel source of the future in most poor
countries;

In terms of energy, Nepal is luckier than many countries in one
respect; The steep slopes and surging rivers that cause so many
environmental problems also Make_Nepal_one c.f the_few remaining
countries with a large untapped hydroelectric potential; Exploita-

tion of this resource will be_ekoehtive and slow; but would relieVe
some of the pressures beinj placed -on forests by the larger towns
of Nepal and northern India. 06 the other hand; cheap electricity
will only partly reduce firewood dCmands, since the electrification
of isolated villages in the rugged Himalayas may never be economi-
cally feasible;
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Batk to the Basics

Firewood scarcity will undoubtedly influence governmental perceptions
Of the population problem_in the years ahead. It spotlights the
urgency,of slowing population growth through action on several
fronts: _making family planning services universally available,
encouraging the_liberation of women from traditional roles, meeting
the basic social needs such as rudimentary health care, adequate
nutrition and_literacy that-are_usually associated with reduced
fertility, and re-orienting social and economic incentives to promote
smaller familieS.

The firewood crisis, like many other resource problems, is also
forcinggovernments_and analysts back to the basics of_man's rela-
tionship with the_land--back to concerns lost_sight_of in an age of
macro - economic models and technological optimism.. Awareness is _

spreading that the_simple energy needs of the world's poorest third
are_unlikely ever_to be met by nuclear power plants;_any more than
their minumum food needs will be met by huge synthetic-protein
factories.

Firewood scarcity and its attendant ecological hazards have_brought
the attitude of people toward trees into sharp focus. In his essay*
"BUddhiSt_Economics," E. F. Schumacher praises the practical as well
as esoteric wisdom in the Buddha's teaching_that his_f011owers should
plant and_nurse a tree every few years. Unfortunately, this ethical
heritage has been_largely_lost, even in the predominantly Buddhist
societies of_Southeast Asia. In fact, most societies today lack an
ethic of environmental cooperation, an ethic not_of conservation for
its own sake* but of human survival amid ecological systems heading
toward collapse.

This Will have to change, and fast. The inexorable growth in the
demand for firewood calls for tree planting efforts on a scle
massive than most bureaucratshaveever even contemplated; much less
planned for. The_suicidal deforestation of Africa; Asia, and Latin
America must somehow beslowed and reversed. Deteriorating eco-
logical systems have a logic of their own; the damage often bailds
quietly and unseen for many years; until one day the system collapses
With lethal vengeance. Ask anyone who lived in Oklahoma in 1934,
or Chad in 1975.
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Formerly an Associate Fellow at the OVvseas Development Council,,
he isthe co= author of By__B_r_gadALame and author of the forthcoming
book, Losing .9ra-n-d-: Environmental 5.;_tress and World Food_ Prospects
(W. W. Norton, 1976).

This paper is adapted from the author's book, Losing Ground._ and
may be partially reproduced with acknowledgement to Worldwatch
Institute. The views expressed in this paper are those of the author
and do nat necessarily represent those of Worldwatch Institute; its
directors; officers, or staff.
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Attachment 8=B

DIRECT ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF CHARCOAL PRODUCTION

Traditional Methods

99% of all the charcoal
produced in developing
countries is made using
traditional methods.

8=10 tons
1=_ of wood

Improved M9. th_o_d_s

through more efficient
kiln designs

ton
of
Chartoal

By weight - charcoal
has only twice the energy
potential as firewood.

RESULT: In both casrs,
there is a net loss of energy.

69

1 ton
of
charcoal
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Attachment 8 -E

WORLD CHARCOAL USE FACT SHEET

* CHARCOAL USE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES occurs primarily in urban
areas where people's energy heeds are great and available sources
of wood are often great distances away.

* IN CASES WHERE FUEL MUST BE TRANSPORTED more than 50 =, 80 kilo-
meters; it is more effcieht to convert wood into charcoal. The

redu d weightand bulk of charcoal make it_possible to transport
more potential energy at a cheaper price than transporting firewood.

* URBAN AREAS ARE DEMANDING_ CHARCOAL because it can be made available
more cheaply thah firewood and_is easier_to handle_in congested
urban areas. This deMand strains available wood resources in rura'

areas and increases many of the fuelwood-related problems of rural
people.

* THIS CONFLICT OF INTERESTS AND NEEDS between urban and rural
peoples has resulted in a variety of governmental attempts to
control charcoal production throughout the world. For example:

- the government of Gambia has passed laws which prohibit
all types of charctial production;

- Kenya haS established permit requirements which make it
almbst impossible to legally produce charcoal; and at
the same time;

- Senegal haS placed price controls on charcoal and
consequently encouraged its demand and



Session 9, Day 2

INTRODUCTION TO KILN CONSTRUCTION

Total Time: 45 minutes

Objectives: * TO litt ^a ,t experiences w' h and/or knowledge
tif.kiln types

Resources:

Materials:

Procedures:

* TO identify and explain major design features of

common kiln types

* Attachment 9=A: "Common Kiln Types"

* Attathmeht 9=B: "Basic Principles of Kiln Design"

NeWtprint and felt7tip pens

Step 1. (5 minutes).
EXplain the session objectives and briefly reii_ieW

the procedures.

Step 2. (10 minutes)
Have the participants form groups of 3 -5 and record
on newsprint their past experiences and/or knowledge
of kiln types.

Trainer Notes

* Explain that each group should list o'r sketch kiln types
they have seen or heard about;

* Have each- group post their listt When they have finished;

Step 3; (16 minutes)
Distribute Attachment_97A; "Common_Kiln Types; and

Attachment 9-B;_ "Batit Principles of Kiln Design;
and allow time for participants to review them;

Step 4; (15 minutes)
Ask participants to volunteer to identify and explain
the batit design_ features ofeach of the kiln _types__
illustrated On Attachment 9-A; "Common Kiln Typet."

Trainer Notes

* Stimulate discUttiOn_by asking each volunteer to identify
arallels Whith_eXist between the kiln types On Attach=

ment and thdte listed by the:groups in the previous

* Record On posted newsprint important design features as they

are discussed.

Ettenti:1 design features and considerations which should

be discussed include:
Continued
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Trainer Notes/Continued

= heat transfer
= draft systems
= sizes of kilns
= temperature cycles
= kiln volume/capacity
= front process
= cost of kiln

Session Day 2
.Page 2

- ease of_operation
- cultural acceptability
- portability
- basic design
- construction materials
- efficiency
- labor required

Step 5 (5 minutes)
Conclude by asking one of the participants to
briefly summarize the essential design features
of kilns.

Trainer Notes

Mention that the considerations discussed in this session can
provide the context for the next session or kiln design.

EXplain that the term "kiliin_iS_Used to refer to charcoal
production methods in general; including retorts;



Attachment

COMMON KILN TYPES

TRADITIONAL RECTANGULAR KILN

PIT KILN



Attachment 9=A
Page 2
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Attachment 9-A
Page 3
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= OF KILN DESIGN

Attachment 9-8

IDEALIZED RECTANGULAR EARTH- COVERED KILNS

COMPARISON OF SIZES

2662 127m2 surface Area

163 12m3 126m3 Volume

5m2/m3 2.2 2/m3 A/V Ratio

=65-,



COVERING N

EMI

BASIC DESIGN FEATURES
FOR IA CHARCOAL KILN

Attachment 9-B
Page 2

SMOKE
OUT .

CONTAINER

HOT GASSES
OUT

BASIC DESIGN FEATURES
FOR A CHARCOAL RETORT

-66-
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Attachment 9=-3
Page 3

ILLUSTRATIONS OF TIE FRONT PROCESS

DURING CARBONIZATION

DIRECT

AIR IN SMOKE OUT

5) INDIRECT or REVERSED

TYPES OF DRAFT SYSTEMS IN A CHARCOAL KILN

ZONE or
FRONT

a) RECTANGULAR EARTH=COVERED KILN

b) LARGE PORTABLE METAL KILN

-67-
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Attachment 9-5
Page 4

AVERAGE ATMOSPHERE TEMPERATURE
IN A WORKING CHARCOAL K1LN_FOR
A COMPLETE OPERATIONAL CYCLE

6pm 9pm Ilim Jam bam 9am I2M 3pm bpm 9pm 12pm Jam bam Yam

BEST COPY AMIABLE

Time (Hours ol the Day;
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KILN DESIGN

Total Time:

Objectves:

Materials:

Procedures:

Session 10, Day 2

1 hour; 15 minutes

To develop a complete kiln design plan

To present and discuss kiln designs with others
in the group

Newsprint; felt=tip pens pencils or pens; pdper;

Step_1. (5_minUteS)
Briefly explain the session objectives;

Step_2. (10 minutes)
Outline the procedure for developing kiln designs;

Trainer Notes

* Explain that participants will divide intogroups of three or
four and deVetop; in writing, a kiln design plan which
includet the following components:

a list of design criteria

a litt of necessary mate

a litt of necessary tools

- an estimated cost

- a tkbt-ch or drawing of the design

Stress_ the importance of beginning the d6tign process
identifying des.Ign criteria.

Suggest thatoneway_to develop a deSign is to have each

mom5e of the work group sket:h ac many kiln designs as
possibl. on notebook paper; then Ch. se one sketch which
best meets the group's crit--r'ia.

Remind participants that they Will have only two hiiurs to
construct and fire their kil:it; so `!;e designs should not
be too complex or difficu-_: construct. Also; mention
that on Day 3, there will be_am010 OPportunitv_to modify
and re-design the kilns teased on t:le experienc of th.

fi;st run;

* Point out that each grcolp Will present and explain its
design when they are finithd.



Session 10i Day_2
Page 2

Step 3. (25 minutes)
Have_the_participants form their work groups an.
develop their kiln c'esign plans.

Trainer Notes

7Tir:Ulate_among the groups ani_offer assistance and suggestions.
Be careful not_to_force your ideas on them. Offer support and
encouragement in the form of suggestions.

Step 4. (30 minutes)
Reconvene the groups and :aye them present their
design plans.

Trainer Notes

* As each group is presenting its design, ask other participants
to_provide suggestions for improving feasibility, cL:npleteness
and/or simrliCity.

Step_5. (5 i:iinV.:es)
Briefly reivisw the session and explain that in the;
next session, particinaiits will construct; load; ain't

fire t'e kilns they have designed;



l<P_N CONSTRUCTION

Total Time:

Cbjectivcs:

Session 11, Day

2 hours

To construct miniature kilns based on design plans

* To load; fire, and seal miniature kilns

* To discuss problem7solving_techniques used
work groups during the design and construction
activities;

PesourceS: A sample kiln (for deolonstration purposes).

Materials: Machetes, saws and pruning she6rs (if available);
wood for making- charcoal v-see Session 5), hoes,
shove's; large forks and spoons, assorted Sizes_and
lengto of metal pipe, tin cans, 20 liter buckets,__
assorted metal work,ng wire, sheet metal, 20
liter -ans. 1 square meter_of clay, 1 square meter
o f large buckets of water, a supply
o f s ' nt, green organic matter.

trainer Notes

This list inludes those materials cnsidered essential in

carrying Out activities involved in coonstructirg, loading;
firing, monitoring and extracting the kilns.

,ediner Notes

This session will require preparEtion. It will be necessary
to construct a_sample,miniat,,:e kiln to s2rve as a basis _

for dtionstratjng, joading, andfiring; (iee Steps 3 and 6).
It is recommended -that this sample kiln be a fASAMANCE type;
since it represents : basic variation of the traditional
kiln and employs al, the basic design featues of a charcoal
kiln.

The kiln steshould,bemade ready by having all the neces7
sat-y construction equipment available, by making sre the
aooroi fire precaution measures h,, e teen taken.

:0 S8V:C time later in the evering, it is suggested th,. th(7:

tm2terials and resources for the nightwatch activity (see

Session 12) be brought to the 'iln site as well

Step 1; (5 oinutes)
Briefly exn' 'n the objectives f tic, session
and out:., -= th proce

c for, 2 (lfl mi,,tes)
Pave the participants, form_their work aroup; and

construct mir' ttire kilns based on the design plans
developed in the previous session.

-71- VA?



Trainer Notes

Session ; Day 2
Page

Lxplain that "construction" involves g therirj the necessary
materials and setting up the kiln site to the point of
veiny ready to fire the kilns;

Keep in touch with how the groups are proceeding; taking
time to offer suggestons; demonstrate the proper use of
tools; etc.

* Ask eac!,
their kilns;

;e you Wien thcv are ready to load

Step 3; (15 Tilautes)
When the work groups h,-.ve completed p)nstruction of
their kilns; demonstrate proper loading and covering
techniques on the sample kiln.

Trainer Notes

As you are loading the simple kiln; it is_i4lportant
demonstriie and explain 1-e: tollowing techniques:

- wood placement

- filling ard packing ti minimize internal air dra.:'S

construction of point

covering wit"- earth and vegetation

multi e discussion_by asking participants to explain the
relation of ear.:h 'technique .o heat transfer and draft
principles.

Ask thattwo or
you complete t!

nf the participants volunteer to help
ng and covering of the sample kiln;

Step 4_ (?0 minutes)
Have th work_groups return to their kiln sites and
cor' ete re loading aid covering of their kilns.

[ Circalate am na ',he w,,,

guidance when necessary.

Trainer Notes

groups and offer suggestions and

St_lio 5. (1'5 minutes)
As`'k the work groupF to gath, -- around the p

kiln and observE as you demo! trate proper fi;
techni.guns;

7
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Trainer Notes

Session 11, Day 2
Pace 3

Take a feW minutes at this time to review the basic fire
precaution protedUreS explained in Session 4, "Introduction
to Carbonization."

* In deMonstrating firing techniques, be sure to stress the
following:

- the use fo coals from an external fire

- packing coals into firing chamber

- high smoke volume as signal to seal kilns

Stimulate dittussionljy asking participants to explain the
relatinn each technique to such principles as heat transfer
draft, and fire safety.

Step 6. (15_minute)
Nave -the work groups return to their kiln sites
and fire their kilns.

Trainer Notes

* AS one V.-burl completes thefringoftheir kiln, have them

[

provide atSi t-,:ince to any other gropps that may be exper-
iencing dif:culties.

Step 7. (15 minutes)
When a 1 t1v! lns are fired and . -ihg,
reconvene the group and discuss tke_p,.ObleM=
solving techniques used by each work Troup during
Lhe design and construction proce,teS.

Trp.ine;. Notes

As parti-,ipdnts to give examples of some of the difficulties
they have experienccd as develonmen.,: workers in working with
groups and communicating new tc hnical concepts to host
country individuals; Ask-them to L,;Apare theseex3mples to
experiences they had working w th their work group during
the d sign and instruction a vi Lies

St'%ulae , 1 ieUSSit.h asking the following questiol:;:

Was t:hc,re ;i
particular pattern to the problem-solvicg

techniquer. used by vcr- group?

- WWai was the most Challenging phase of the aftern,n '

activities to your group?

ho similar oroblcms inworkin
Witf) host country individuals? If not; how would they
be eifferent?

7 3
Continued



Trainer Notes/Continued

Session lli Day 2
Page 4

- What could be done to improve your working styles with one
another? With host country indiv:duals?

Step 8; (5 Minutes)
Conclude the session by reminding participants
that the kiln activities will be continuing
into the night

Trainer Notes

Explain that_burning kilns must he contir.L.11y monitored and
that night vigils are a common aspect of the life of a
charcoal maker;



Session 12, Day?

NIGHrWALNI:KOVATORING AND EXTRACTION

Total Time: 8 hovs (approximately)

Objectives: * To identify signs which 'ndicate that kilns air
functioning properly

Materials:

* To identify signs which indicate that kilns ae-e-
'unctioning poorly

10 .?pair malfunctioning kilht

To discuss the potential health and safety hazards
associated with kilht

* To extract a kiln

To identify grades of charcoal

(see "Materials" for "Kiln Construction", Session 11)

as desired--tentsi_sleeping_bags, mosquito repellant;
candiesilanterns, flashlights, ingredielts and
utensils for preparing a meal, coffee; tea, music.

Trainer Notes

* Tht2 nightwat-J1 activity w-..11 continue until the.kilns have
cxtracced. It is estimated that l'iringthekilns at

6 PM wil a,low them to be ready for extraction at
approximately 1 cr 2 AM.

* An appropriate informal atmosphere should be established for
activity: It is recommended:

- that participants set up protection from the elewents .e.,

tents; sleeping bags, mosquito r-,pellant)

- that there is i,;-1 aalple supp7_of .;ight ruurces (;, ;sflash-
lightt, lariter.,s, candles; etc.)

that a dinner be prepared on an open fire or using charcoai
co &K °rs

= tFattherc be coffer or tea. and isic available for
the later hours whehenthusilsm and .energy may be ,.caning.

* ThiS sessi6h i., designed to allow for considerable latitude
in timing _ane_erecutinn; depending on individual trainer__
styles_ and the : ;reds .f Ole participants. It i recommeri4led,

that thr.t:-Jiner remain sensitive to the gr000's need for
both rest and sti!nulation. For example:

= Part 1, "Monitoring and Trouble-Shooting" should occur in
an ongoing fasPion as problems or indications arise.

4. 4 .inek

ti5-



Trainer Notes/Continued

Session ,Day 9
Page 2

- Part 2; "Health and Safetj Factors" can occur_at a_tiMe_Whenj
the group seem7 to need some stimulation perhaps late in
the night).

- Part 3, "101n Extraction" will need -to o;_ur_as a final
ac'ivity whenever the kiltiS are rEady to be disassembled.

PART 11_011TORI6 AND TROUBLE-SHOOTING

Total Time: Xontinuous throughout the 8-hour period.

Procedures: Step 1..
Circulate among the kiln sites and discuss_ examples
of lns whieh appear to be functioning well.

Trainer Notes

Invite paricipants to gather around the kiln and explain
why it seems to be functioning well.

Stimulate discussion and dialogue by asking:

- How do we know that thit kiln is functioning well?

- What indications are present?

- Wha' s iappening inside the kiln?

For eac' lri; it is important to discuss:

movement of the FrOnt

the draft system

color; smell; and volume of smoke

Step 2.
Circulate among the kiln sites and discuss examples
Of kilns which appear to be functoning.

Trainer Notes

InVite participantsto gather around_the kiln and explain
why it seems to be functioning poorly.

Stimulate discusiuh and participation

=: How do we know this kiln is fun':71onii;g poorl±i?

- What indications are present?

'nat can be done tr repair it?

76
Continue-
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Trainer Notes/ContinUed

Session ,__Day 2
Page 3

Some common malfunctions which should be discussed include:

poor draft - fires dying out

holes - irregular front progression:

* It is important that each work group take the necessary steps
to repair their kilns. Offer suggestions whenever necessary,
lob. try to rely heavily on the group's problem-solving
abilities.

PART 2:

Total Time:

Procedures:

HEALTH AND SAFETY FACTORS

1 hour. (approximately)

Step 1; (45 minutes)
Guide the participants_on_a tour of_each kiln and
discuss the potential health and saf,ty dangers of
each design.

Trainer Notes

* Mention that. to some degree, all kilns are potentially
dangerous, to those who build them and to by -standers

4-
Stimulate discussion by asking the follcwing questions:

= what are some of the most dangerous aspects of this design?

- Who might_be most affected by these dangers? (i.0_,
animals by-standers, the cha:cual makers, etc.)

= What could be done to :.liminish_the potential health an
safety hazards representecr.by this kiln?

Some common health and safety factors to be discussed
include:

smoke inhalation - burns from hot metal

- open. v-ots - ides ca, in

Step 2 (15 minutes)
Conclude the tour by asking the.participants
su-mariz:' the major health hazards associated
with kilns;



PART 3: CHARCOAL EXTRACTION

Total Time: 2 hours (approximately)

Procedures:

Session 2; Day 2
Page 4

Step 1 (15 minutes)
len the first : iln appears ready to pull;

invite the part'cipantsto gather around it and
discuss signs 1.1.ch indicate that the kilns should
be disassembl-

diner totes

* Stimulate discussion ri(1 ;)art -_:ipation by asking:

- How do we know this k 71 Is ready to pull?

- What indications are present?

Some common indications which should be discussed include:

- completion of front progression

- cooling of the kiln

- absence or reduction of smoke

- coals visible through vents

Sten 2; (10 minutes) _

Bri fly expla the basic procedures for charzoal
eX: a7tion an answer questions from the g!oup.

Trainer Notes

Inclde the following points in your oxp!anation:

- cicar_an_area around the 1.(ln_that is large enough to
spread the charc6a1 without stacking it.

Open the kiln_; one_small section. at a time; and extract
the charcoal by pulling it_into the clear:A area._

a4Jtth for burning_coa77 and -%tinguish them with loose
soil. (Be careful not to bury the charcoal

Keep the pulling,_and dragging if the charcoal to a minimum
since it fragments easily when hot;

= Stack charcoal in concentric windrows after it has
cooled.

Leae_paths between each windrow to prevent ualkinj on
the charcoal and to act as firebreaks;

Continurd __J



1.miner Notes/Continued

Session 12,__Day 2
Page 5

- The design of some nietal kilns_requires that all the_
charcoal be removed at_)nce. In these_cases_it may be
necessary to open the kilhs and cool them -with a spray_
of water before disaSSembling. This should be done only
in special circumstances ,Thce wetting the charcoal
reduces its quality;

Step 3; (20 minutes)
Ask the work group to pull their_ kilns While
the other participants observe. the process.

Trainer Notes

* Offer suggestions and advice whenever necessary.

* Remind the group that they are working -with miniatures and
that the larger scale Of f011.7-sized would necessitate
a strict adherence t. the basic extraction procedures.

Step.11, _(15 minutes)
AS each layet_is being_extracted_f:orn the kiln;
identify and discuss the various grades-of charcoal
found in -0,(1 kiln.

Ttairer Notes

Stimulate discussion by as.HH

- ApproiciMately what percent
carbonized:*

WO comrletely

What happened to4'icause some of the wood to only partially
carbonize?

Scithe important points whiCh should bc, '.nought out in thiS
irclude:

= the imporAnee zr re-covet':T! g earth kilns

= the CdV:7S of ash spots'

the caosec of hrands

Step 5. (60 minutes)
As the participants to.return to their work groups
and will their k-ilnc when the carbonizatj,)n is
comr!ete_



Trainer Notes

Session 12, Day 2
Page 6

* EJth of th_e kilns will be_ready to be disassembi0 at dif=
ferent tides. If the work groups seemtobe getting_
extremely_ tired, it_is recommended that they go ahead and
extract the_charcoal,_even though all the wood inside may
not be completely carbonized.

* Explain that on the next afternoon, there will_be a review
Of the entire kiln construction_ activity and that ample time
Will be provided for participants to examine their charcoal
and ask questions.

* before_ dispersing_ for the night, make sure that charcoal is
stacked appropriately_for_cooling_and_that there is no danger
of fire from any of the disassembled kilns.



Session 13, Day 3

REVIEW AND RE-DES_IGN "" KILNS

Total Time:

Objectives: * To review the_kiln construction activities from
the previous day

develop a modified kiln design

* lo_evaluate_the effectiveness of problem
solving techniques used by work groups.

Materials: Newsprint, 41t-tip pens, pencils or pens, notebook
paper.

Trainer Notes

* Thi$ session requires some preparation. Write on newsprint
the''-'Outline of the_Design_Process" in Step 2; and the
"Oust line of thP Re-design Process" in Step 4;

Proc-dures: Step (5 minutes)
Expla;r, the objectives of the session and briefly
outline the procedures.

Trainer Notes

* Explain that the purvse of the first objective_is td_allOW
participants the opportunity to clarifyi summarize and

assess the kiln design and construction activities from
the previous night.

Step 2; (5 minutes) -

Post and explain a basic overview or t:e design
process;

Trainer Notes

* Post the following list on newsprint:

Establish Criteria
Prioritize Criteria
Develcp_DesIgn Proposals
Selett Design
.Construct
'Tett

explain that this Ti-st repf-esents a general step-bp7step
cutline,of_the design process that can be applied to any

technical device.

-81-



Session 13, Day 3
Page 2

Step 3. (10 minutes)
Ask participants to give an_exaMple fbr each step
in the design process from experience
designing their kilns.

Trainer Notes

* ASk participants to identify the examples,_ record them on
the_posted newsprint beside each corresponding step in the
design process outline;

Step 4. '10 minutes)
Post and explain a basic overview of the re-deSign
process;

Trainer Notes

POSt the fon-Owing list on newsprint:
a

:*EV e Results_ (based on criteria)
_,Odify_Criteria (if necessary)
Re- Design

=COnStrUtt
=Test

* Point out th t no deSigh is complete_until it has been tested
and re- tested- =and that every new design requires re-design
and re-constru tion;

* Explain that the remainder of this day andall_of tomorrow
will be devoted to carrying out the steps involved in the
re-design process.

Step 5. (40 minutes)
Have the participants form their Original work
and develop a modified design of their kiltiS.

Trainer Notes

roues

Explain that each work group should evaluate theresults Of
their -kiln in view of their original criteria and any addi =-
tional factors of which they are now aware;

Ask that each group prepare a modified criteria list and a

new design drawing.

Suggest that new designs include such considerations as:

- improved health and safety precautions

- more attention to fattOrs blocking /enhancing cultural
acceptability

Continued
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Tv, 'vr-?!. Notes/Continued

- improvements in ea r,f onstruction

Session 3, Day 3
Page 3

increased efficiency
- more effective firini ;.55c-s

- emphasis on use of specif.: wood types to produce desired
density of'charcoal

improvements in draft systen to ensure more even heating
and front movement

- specific applicability to their work sites

more ease of unloading and ro)ling charcoal
- availability of construct,on .aterials
Circulate among the groups a. ' provide any necessary sugges-
tions for improving feasibili completeness; and
simplicity of the new designs;

Step 6; (10 minutes)
Reconvene the work groups and ask participants if
there are any final tecnnical points to be clarified
before moving into the _-_,Instructicn and testing of
the new kiln designs,

Trainer Notes

* Any specific technical _issues or fact.; which were not _

adequately reviewed and stressed as_d result of the re-design
work should be clarified at this point.

Step 7. (10 minutes)
Conclude by asking participants to briecly evaluate
the effectiveness_ of the problem-solving techniques
used by their work groups to this point.

Trainer Notes

Stimulate discussion and dialogue among the participants by
asking the following questions:

- Do you feel that your group's ability to work together
to solve problems has improved? How?

- What recommendations would you make to improve the
effectiveness of your work group?



CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING OF SECOND KILN

Total Time:

Objectives:

MaterialS:

Session 14, Day 3

121/2 hours (approximately)

* To construct a modified; second kiln

* To test a modified, second kiln

* To practice working independently

(See_Materials listed fcr Se-,:s on 11; "Kiln
Construction")

Trainer Notes

* Preparation required for ,this session involves:

= setting up the materialS necessary for construct,ngiloading,
firing, covering, monitoring, and extracting a second set
()I miniature kilns; and

- preparing on newsprint an outline of the schedule for o.ys
3 and 4 (see Step 2).

Procedures: Step 1. (10 minutes)_
Explain the session objectives and briefly review
the procedures.

Trainer Notes

* Explain that the time for constructing; loading; covering;
firing; monitoring; and extracting the second kiln will vary
according to the relative efficiency of the designs developed
during the previous session;

Stress that constructing a secondi_improved kiln_is an oppor,-
tunity for independent_worki creative problem-solving; and the
application of charcoal making principles learned to date.

* Clarify that the trainer's_role during this period will b6 to
keep in touch_with the work groups, demonstrate the use of
tools and equipment, make suggestions, and answer questions
as needed.

st60 2. (20 minutes)
Post;_explain and-'finalize the schedule for
Days 3 aild 4.

T-vainer Notes

Post the following schedi. outline on newsprint:

Continued
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Trainer Notes/Continued

SeSidn 14,__DaY 3
Page 2

Day 3

ConstructiOn

Loading

Firino

Day 1

Introduction to_Presen-
tations hour)

Kiln Application & lnr
vation (1 hour)

Extracting (cooling)

It is important to point out that the work groups should effec=
t.I/(tely prioritize their time so their kilns will be
covered and ready to fire in the time remaining on Day 3.

If one or more of _t_he_ groups has not completed its kiln
up to the point of firtng by the end of Day 3, explain that
they_may choose to either continue working or leave the work
until the fdllOWing day. The key factor in deciding which
option to choose is that the kilns should be fired by no
later than 8:30 AM On Day 4 to allow for sufficient burn
time before extraction.

Explain that the Majority of Day 4 will be for independent
work in firing, monitoring, and extracting the second kilnt.

Ask the participants to determine the_specific times that they
would like for Session 15, "Introduction to Presentations"
and Session 16, "Kiln Application and Innovation" to occur.
Explain that approximately z hour will be needed for Session
5; and that approximately 114 hours will-be needed for

session 16: Recommend that Session 15 occur early in the
day so as to allow ample opportunity to think about and 'Ilan
the presentations on Day 5.

St 3; (12 hours)
Have the participants form their work groups and
begin working;

Traiher Notes

Remind participants that they will be working independently
for the remainder of Days 3 and 4;

Throughout the construction and _testing period, occasionally
remind_participants of_hOw many hcursremain and what taSkS
are left to be accOmplished. Encourage participants to
focus on essential tasks and to divide them among,group
members to help speed up the process.

Continued
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Trainer Notes/Continued

Fir9 precautions are an essential aspect'of any kiln
operation. Keep in touch_ with eachwork_group and point
out, whenever necessary any potential fire hazards



Session 15, Day 4

INTRODUCTION TO PRESENTATIONS

Total Time: . 30 minutes

ObjectivesP To discuss_ the objectives- and format of tomorrow's
session; "Presentation Of Kiln:."

To identify What_information should be included
in the presentations.

Materials: Newsprint and felt -tip pens.

Trainer Notes

This :ntroductiOn should -occur early in themorning_on Day 4 to
allow the partitipants ample preparation time for their presenta-
tions scheduled for Day 5.

Procedures: Step 1; _(10 minutes)
Prttent the session's objectives and give an overview
of tomorrow's session, "Presentatio-! of Kilns;"

Trainer Notes

* The overview should include the following points:

= The pretentations will serve as a basic summary and review
Of the entire kiln design and construction process.

= The presentationswill_provide a structured climate for
the work groups to share their skills and experienttt in

charcoal-making;

Partrcipants,will have the opportunity to ptactico their
skills in communicating newly-acquired technical knowledge.

Each presentation; including questiOnS frem the audience;
should last approxiMately 20- minutes. -(The time limit can;
of course; be adjusted to suit the number of work groups
in the program;)

Two hours of preparation time will be scheduled in the
morning before the presentation session; However; par-
ticipants are encouraged to begin organizing their ideas
and inforMatibh as they work with their kilns;

* The particiOantt may be given the option of asking the rest
of the group to role -play, during-their presentation; a
partictilar audiehte=type (-0.9., traditional charcoal-makers;
in- country COUnterparts, or foretry-extensianists); By

alldWing the participants freedom in defining their audience,
you increase the potential for variety and creativity_in the
presentations. If any role -plays are done; be sure the roles

and situations are explained beforehand;
87
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Step 2. (15 minutes)_
Atk_the group_to_develop a list of essential infor-
mation to be included in each presentation;

Trainer Notes

If their:list appears too lengthy and anbitious for short
presentations, suggest where it may be pared down.

.steo 3. (5 minutes)
Atk the group_if zany further clarifications are
needed. Conclude by stressing the value of using
a variety of communication techniques and creating
a climate_of group participation during the
presentations
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KI_LN__APTIL__ICATIOft;AND INNOVATION

ictal Time: 1 hour; 15 minutes

Objectives:

Resources:

Materials:

Session 16, Day 4

To apply experience in_kiln design and fuelwood
use in a variety of situations

To discuss socio-economic factors which affect
the feasibility and acceptability of kiln types

Attachment 16-A; "Design Situations"

Attachment 16-B; "Realities of Making Charcoal"

As determined by participants.

* This session is designed to give participants an opportunity
to adapt and apply their knowledge and experience in charcoal
production to actual situations. These situations may be
modified to make them more country- or project-specific;

The entire activity car be dore at the work site to accomodate
on-going kiln survei7lance.

ProcedUres: Step 1. (5 minutes)
Explain the objectives and procedures.

Step 2. (10 minutes)
Ask the participants to form 4 groups and give each
group one of the situations from Attachment 16=A,
"Design Situations." Explain the task as described
in the Trainer Notes.

Trainer Notes

* Based on the information given in the situations and the par=
ticipants' experience, each group should choose and/or design
one or more kilns which would be best suited for use in that
situation;

In addition to kiln selection; each group should assess fuel-
wood practices and the overall process of charcoal production
as described in the situation and decide how other improve-
ments; if any;- could be made;

* Each group will present their kiln designs and recommenda-
tions to the larige group.

Step 3. (15 minutes)
Have the design groups work through the situations.
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Trainer Notes
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The situations are purposefully sketchy to allow for maximum
creativity from participants.

Step 4; (25 minutes)
Reconvene the groups. and ask each one to describe
the case and present their recommendations.

Trainer Notes

After each pree,entation, allow a few minutes for questions and
comments from the group; If necessary; call the group's

.attention toany particularly .appropriate designs which have
been overlooked;

Step 5; (10 minutes)
Facilitate a shdrt discussion of the socio-
economic factors which need to be considered in
charcoal-making situations;

Trainer Notes

ASK-the participants to give examples of any successes or
failures_in charcoal-making they have heard of or seen in their
communities or regions.

Step 6. (10 minutes)
Distribute copies_of Attachment 16-B, "ea1itiVs_
Of Making Charcoal" and ask the group to review it.

Trainer Notes

Explain that the information provided in this Attachment is
,meant to serve as reference material and that it should be
read thoroughly prior to Session 19, "Evaluating Charcoal
Yields" on Day 6.



Attachment, 16:A

DESIGN SITUATIONS

Situation 1

* Small sawmill on the outskirts of a medium-sized'town.

* Mill-ends; slab_and sawdust and stockpiled first and_later burned.
Some of the lumber s occasionally purchased by employees.

* Some capital is available for general improvements and repairs.

* Mill labor force i:.cludes skilled and unskilled workers.

* Variety of "junk" items on the premises.

* Mill tool- shop has weldirg equipment.

Situation 2

* Fuel wood plantation in a sparsely-populated area;

Cleare'dland is planted on a 10-year rotation; Same tracts
are ready for harvest.

* Additional natural _forest is being cleared with_lrge equipment
(Caterpillars; etc._. To facilitate_ immediate planting; large amounts
of ungraded material from the clearing process are quickly wind-
rowed and burned;

* Some capital is available for improvements and repairs.

* Heavy equipment available (e.g.i_Caterpillars; graders, front-end
loaders; trucks; chainsaws; etc.).

Situation_a

* Independent charcoal-maker who works in the area around his village;

* Money earned from charcoal accounts for 95% of his family income.

* Markets his product in a large town 150 km; away;

Trdnsportation costs drastically reduce his profit.

* Tools are old and few.

* Traditional farmer in a populated; rural area; -

* From_clearing his bush fallow to plant, he has a sudden and large
surplus of wood.

* Almost all his labor time is spent tending his farm;

* OWns afew, basic agricultural tools; .
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At4chment 16=B

A- K -I -N -G CHARCOAL

by H. E. Booth

H. E. Booth is an authority on charcoal _production; This article
was edited from an FAO paper he prepared for the United Nations
Conference on New-and Renewable_SoUrces of--Inergy; Nairobi;
August;j981; and reprinted frod'UNASYLVA, V61; 33; No; 13; Food
and AgricU;ture_Organization-of the United Nations; Rome; Italy.

The_portable steel_charcoa4 kiln consists of two cylindrical steel
ShellS;_a conical -lid and four chimneys..; It has'been tried exten-
sively in charcoal production throughout the world for many years;

Under suitable conditions; this kiln will make good charcoal; There
are a number-of- examples in the developed world where it has been
used successfully for many years producing charcoAl on a fairly
small scale;_ In the_developing world; however; where these kilns
have been tried; _it 'is usually found that after a period of time;
there is a reversion to traditional methods such as the earth pit;

Meanwhile; the various kinds of brick_kilns have continued ,to produce
more and more_charcoal in the developing world._ This may seem sur-
prising when it -is considered that the steel kiln appeared in Europe
in its present form -more than -5O- years ago. The reason for its
failure in the developing world is that is requires certain specific _

conditions which either ate not present or can be_pr6vided_only in
uneconomic ways._ In Europei_on_the other hand; these_- conditions are
available,_and thus the steel_kiln_continues to play auseful part
in charcoal production. Briefly, these conditions are:

-= A high-price charcoal market.

Ready availability of ceap_steel and corresponding
fabrication and repair facilities.

= Ready availability_of transport facilities, i.e.,-roads
and vehicles and the means to process andcarry_small
quantities of timberandchlrCoal in scattered locations
using a mobile, highly skilled work force;

No shortage of investment and operating capital.

The typical situation in a developing country is rather different.
There, the traditional method of making charcoal is to carbonize
the_wood in pits dug in the ground or on the sift of -a hill; or
to cover a pile of firewood with mud and earth--the so-called
earth-clamp; or "parva". In most cases; charcoal making is carried
out by peop1e'without any access to investment capital; Such capital
is indispensable; although it can; if neces's'ary; be on a low level;
involving people whose technological everience is limited;



Attachment 16-
Page

A. higher level of technolon3 i5 available from portable steel
or from kilns made of brick:: and set in mud mortar. While bri
kilns are not mobile, they ran readily be dismantled and rebui
In either case; there has to be a transfer of technology. The
imported steel kiln has the advantage_of_making a whole kiln
.available instantly, but it requires back-up maintenance such,.
steel-plate welding and heavy shcet-metalworking capabpity.
are usually quite beyond the local :charcoal makers and have to
provided on a state or cooperative level, usually as a loss op

.

Brick kilns must therefore be built. Building them is a compa
tively new technique requiring a supply of bricks or the abili
make simple direct-fired bricks from a sandy clay. Given thes
prerequisites, maintenance of brick kilns is very simple. The
virtually immune'to damage from local overheating, unlike stee
kilns. The only maintenance normally needed is the pouring -on
mud slurry to seal cracks. Furthermore; when the kilns must b
moved, say a few kilometers away, they are simply dismantled a
the bricks re-assembled at the new site. However; brick kilns

_should be used only in cases where frequent relocations are no
be expected and where wood can be transported to the kiln.

Some type of brick kilns have no steel at all; merely mud and
Others, such as the Brazilian type; have a ring of fencing wir,
provide tensile reinforcement at the base of the cupola roof.
brick much larger than the steel one and hence;'procluci
to twenty times more charcoal at a single burn; The brick kill
doors, a fact that makes loading and unloading simple; since wl
barrows, carts and sometimes conveyor rolls can be used;

The steel kiln requires the wood the charcoal to be:loaded and
loaded over the top rim of the bottom section of the unit; a L
and dusty undertaking; The wood first has to be reduced to bll
,form; typically not bigger than 30 x 19 x 10 cm. Hence; chain!
and complex blotk-splitting machines are needed to make wood p
tion practical. By contrast, both earth pits and clamps and b!
kilns can utilize large logs of up to 50 cm; diameter and 7 to
meters in length; Typically; the wood is simply cut into dill(
about 1.8 meters long;

Two problems affect the steel kiln in particular. First; sine(
leaks occur easily at the ground line; hotspots_can crop up tit

a burn, leading to buckling and collapse of sections of the Shi
This problem is reduced;,but not eliminated; where the kiln is
of more costly heat-resisting steel. Hot_spots also occur witt
brick kilns; but they do not damage the kiln,itself. The_Secta
special problem of steel' kilns arises from its lowinsulation
The action of rain and wind can_cause the kiln walls to become
cold; This slows dowr the exothermic decomposition of the woo(
near them,and results in an excessive production of party carbc
wood known as "brands;" Brick kilns, because of their greater
and better insulation; are less susceptible.



Attachment 16-B
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Finally* it should always be borne_in mind that the burning stage
is only one small* though essential; step in charcoal production.
The -more important -steps are the harvesting and transport of the
fuelwood, and the delivery and distribution to market of the
-finished charcoal. The imported steel kiln gives an illusion of
instant charcoal availability which tends to blur the vision of
administrators and officials taking a good hard look at the real
problems affecting charcoal supply in a developing country':

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF STEEL KILNS

COMPARED TO OTHER TYPES

FACTOR PORTABLE EARTH PIT BRICK KILN
STEEL KILN

Cost in_place ready 5;000 -- 1 ;000 -2 ;500
to run (US$)

Internal volume (m 3
) 6.5 8=30 50=130

Cycle time (days) 3-4 20-30 9-25

Maintenance skilled with simple simple
workshop

Mobility yes yes demolish and
rebuild

Life (years) 1.5 -4 8-10

Charcoal quality good fair good

Typical yield (percent 20 15 20
weight basis)

Ease of burning simple difficult simple

Maximum size of fuel- 30 x 5 x 5 no limit 200 x 30 x
wood (cm.)

Performance in rainy good "poor goad
climate

Ability to tolerate "hot poor fair good
spot" and accidents



PRESUTA-T-1-0-N-S OT KILNS

Total time: 2 hours

Objectives:

session 17; Day 5

* To present the completed kilns and results of the
kiln rtlai

* To praCtice communicating technical concepts and
information effectively

Materials: As determined by the work groups

Procedure: Step 1; (5 minutes)
Review the objectives and format.

Trainer Notes

* Remi' i the groups of the time limit and ask one of the par-
`icipants to serve as timekeeper to prevent "run-overs;"

Step 2; (1 hour; 45 minutes)
Have the groups give their presentations;

Trainer Notes

* At the end of each presentation, allow a few minutes for feed-
back on the effectiveness of each. Ask the group to comment
on:

-

sequence and_VarietY _

= techniques Whith Or-OM-cited/inhibited group participation
and learning

- ways to Improve

Step 3. (10 minutes)
After the final presentation; briefly discuss with
the group any.problems they have encountered in
conveying technical concepts and ideas in a cross-
cultural context;



BRIQUETTING: A PROBLEM-SOLVING ACTIVITY

Total Time: 4 hours

Objectives:

Resources;

Materials:

Session 18, 5

To identify the advantages and disadvantages of
briquetting

To discuss the feasibility of small-scale
briquetting

To' make briquettes

To practice group problem-solving

Attachment 18-A, "Simple Techniques for Bio-Fuels"

Attachment 18 -B; "Briduetting as a Cottage Industry:
A Case Study"

Attachment 18-C; "Bamako Briquettes"

Attachment 38-D; "Binders for Charcoal Briquettes"

Charcoal from the training kilnsL. mortar and pestle;
two rocks;_commercial grinder; etc., for_powdering
charcoal; binders (see Attachment 18-D "Binders
for Charcoal Briquettes"); fire; water;_ pots; and
containers_ cooking and mixing; materials for
construction of briquetting pressesAsee Attachments
"Bamako Bri_quettes" and "Simple Techniques for
Basic Bio-Fuels"); tools for construction of the
presses.

Trainer Notes

Listed above are a number of possible materials for making
briquettes. To encourage resourcefulness and creativity,
only items which can be obtained locally should be provided
for the activity;

Procedures: Step 1. (5 minutes)
Explain the objectives and briefly outline the
procedures.

Step 2. (15 minutes)
Distribute and have the participants read the
Attachment 18-A, "Simple Techniques for Bio-Fuels"

Step 3. (15 minutes)
Ask the group to brainstorm a list of the possible
advantages and disadvantages of charcoal briquettes
based on the information in the article and their
experience. Record their responses on newsprint.
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Trainer Notes
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Some advantages and disadvantages include:

Advantages

- can be made from agricultural
"wastes", e.g., powdery dust
from kilns, small brush,
coffee husks, peanut shells

- can be made from soft woods
unsuitable for regular
charcoal

- 30-40% extended burning time
from increased density

- slower, steadier heat release
from increased density

easier to calculate amount of
heat in a given number of
briquettes

- more energy per weight and
bUlk in transport

- easy to sell in small,
standard lots

custom design_by_mixing types
of wood and additives

Disadvantages

- more expensive

- manufacture requires more time,
steps, and equipment

- greater potential for increased
costs and/or price-=fixing by
distributors

- requires "big business" SkillS
and techniques in production_
and marketing, e.g., stockpiling,
distributing, etc.
usually dependent on specialized
market

- high potential as export product;
technology could be abused,
resulting in greater fuelwood
shortages

briquettes are a new and un
familiar fuel form to many
people

- certain_binders may be
culturally rejected

= binder may a food source

- depending on the binder,
briquette may need curing or
baking

Step 4. (10 minutes)
Distribute Attachment 18-B,"Briquetting as a Cottage
Industry: A Case Study", and discuss the feasibility
of village-level briquette manufacture.

Step 5. (10 minutes) --

Distribute Attachment 18-C, "Bamako Briquettes" and
Attachment 18-D, "Binders for Charcoal Briquettes"
and outline the briquette-making activity.



Explain the following:

Trainer Notes

Session ,__Day 5

Page 3

The participants will form small work groups and make
briquettes.

The activity is one of_problem-solving. Each group_will_
have to design_a method for crushing the charcoal, to selett
and prepare a binderi_construct a press; and combine all
the parts to make a finished product;

The work groups will need to organize themselves efficiently
to perform all of the taSks in the required time

The two resource attachments describe the procedures
involved in briquette-making.

Step 6. (2 hours, 35 Minutes)
Have the work groups make briquettes;

Trainer Notes

Move from group to group, providing input as requested, but avoid
directing the problem-solving task.

Step 7; (30 minutes)
Reconvene the participants, and ask_eath group to
demonstrate their briquetting method and discuss
its workability;

Trainer Notes

StiMulate discussion by asking the groups to describe:

= hOw they approached the task;

= what problems were encountered with the grinder, binder,
press, etc.

= how the problems were solVed

any SUggeStions for improving the method

potential application of the method at their sites



Attachment

SIMPLE TECHNIQUES FOR

BASIC BIO=FUELS

by Jacek Janczak

Jacek Janczak is a Polish engineer., He wrote this article
originally as an FAO study for the United Nations Conference
on New and Renewable Sources of Energy, Nairobi, August 1981.

Simple fuel technologies for developing countries are based on
available resources and the "do it yourself" principle. While the
tools for processing fuel may be manufactured locally, what is needed
is a well-organized demonstration-and training program covering large
areas of these countries.

Although simple processing increases the heat value of bio-residues
considerably, every kind of fuel calls for a specific type of stove
or furnace to provide optimal combustion.

Briquetting

Neither wood nor agricultural wastes such as wood dust, sawdust and
coffee husks can be burned directly in domestic stoves. They burn
with difficulty, produce considerable smoke and are unsuitable for
cooking. The same is true of charcoal dust.

One of the best methods of handling such residues is by the agglom-
eration of small particles into briquettes. There are two principal
methods of briquetting, with or without a binder. Doing without the
binder is more convenient, but it requires sophisticated and costly
presses and drying equipment, and is energy-intensive.

Briquetting with a binder such as tar, pitch or asphalt calls for
high-pressure industrial processes to produce briquettes from hard
coal, coke dust and, to a lesser extent. coal dust. Such processes
are alsosoThisticated and expensive, and while they are not apprnpriate
for villages, they might be very useful for central or local govern-
ment projects, especially in countries having an abundance of wood
and agricultural waste.

For rural populations; the most suitable briquetting methods are
those which are based on available waste and building materials.
The manufacturing should be done in locally made hand-operated
presses. The hand-made briquette is held together mainly by the
binding material. Depending upon local availability, the most
suitable organic combustible materials for binding are resin, tar,
animal manure, sewage mud (sludge), and fish waste.

If combustible binding materials are not available or the waste needs
it stronger binding material as, for instance, in the case of charcoal
dust, then it is necessary to apply non-combustible binders such as
slime, clay or mud.
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Although the tion=COMbUStible binder lowers the heat value Of_the
briquette dnd increases the ash content; it dues make possible the
use efmteri-,-ilS Whith otherwise would be'vJlueless as fuel.

Presses

Design VarieS froM the simplest; technologically primitive hOMe7made
hand:preSSeS to very advanced automatic units. Below iS a_SithOle
hand-press which can be manufactured by any village smith. The
lower ar,n of the press is fixed to a wooden board. The_preSSUre
ranges frhiii about 50 to 100 kg. per briquette; or 5 to 15 kg,/tM.2.
The briquetteS produced are spherically shaped, preventing the
fracture of edges which is 3 weak point in home-made briquettes.

The materials Used are soaked newspaper or any waste paper. The_
addition of ash makes the balls harder and prolongs combustion.
The britjuette!. are pressed into balls of about 5 cm. in diameteri
and the weight of a dry briquette is about 30 g. The size of a
briquette may Varyi- 1J-tit larger balls are more difficult to press._
The cost of making one press would entail 3 to 4 man hours and 1 to
2 kg. of_iron. The working time can be considerably reduced if a
number of presses are manufactured together and work is well organized.

Simple briquetting press

a =100=.
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Another press which has been developed and tested consists_of a
square container in which waste is pressed by a screw similar to
that in a wine press; Pressure is up to 2 tons per briquette or
about 40 kg;/cm;2; The rate of production, however; is slower than

. with the lever press;

Good results have been obtained by adapting these_presses for bricks
or earth blocks; They are now well known in__developing countries
under such names as "Cinva-kam," "Terstaram," and "Combustaram;"

In Europe during World War I, screw-type bhquette_presses worked
on the same.principle as meat-cutting machines._ They produced a
continuous briquette mess for cutting into_sections. The screw
press has much lower pressure than the piston press and consequently
has limited application for waste which is easily convertible into
briquettes resistant to crumbling.

Advanced industrial presses fur wood and agricultural waste exert
much higher pressures; ranging from 1;000 to 1,200_kg./cm.2. At
these pressures;the temperature is very high. Bothihigh_temperatures
and high pressure destroy the elasticity of the wood, making it
possible to form the briquettes without a binder.

Waste Preparation

The first operation; common to all briquette-making processes, is
the chopping and/or grinding of combustible waste. In simple_vtllage
technology; where the materials to be prepared are branches, twigs
and straw, the best tool for chopping is a hatchet or broad axe.
For production on a large scale; different tools are required such
as the straw chopper commonly used by European farmers;

The second operation is the drying of the main combustible ingredt,-
ents. In a simple technology; drying should be performed without
the use of fuel. The only real option, therefore; is natural drying
in well-ventilaged places protected from rain; Such drying takes a
long time; so the basic-tngre_dients for briquetttng_should be
prepared well in advance.

Third_comes the_mixing of various kinds of waste and binding materials
in_order_to produce the optimum consistency and heat value; If used
motor oil is available; it may by added to the waste; but; although
it increases the heat value of the briquettes; it makes them crumbly.

The fourth operation is compressing the briquettes; and the fifth is
drying them in open air, under shelter. Depending upon -the binding
material and drying conditions_, it will take between a_few and
several months to produce dry_briquettes. Drying significantly
increases the heat value of the briquettes and thus saves fuel.
They should therefore be produced well in advance of intended use.
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New Types of Fuel

Experience has shown that the successful implementatiOn_bf new
technical_ projects depends on socio-cultural; historical_ and
economic factors as well as on purely technical ones._ Many projects
involving obvious_technical improvements have failed be-eau-se the
non=tochniCal factors were neglected;

When starting a new project; preliminary work on_ organization and
researc'h is_essential before proceeding with technical. design: The
most effective_way of achieving success is to assess the situation
from several viewpoints;

On the basis of this inquiry; targets for the promotion of new
fuels should be 6Stablished_; .Costly_and timezcOnSUMing surveys are
rot necessary. The environmental aspects should alSO be taken into
consideration,because the_combustionof biomass waste in stoves
eliminates one of the important elements in the ecological Chain;
Under normal conditions; biomass waste is recirculated to the Soil;

If thiS_delicate equilibrium is broken; the consequences be
observed in decreasing productivity of the soil and, in extreme con-
ditiOnS; in its desertification;

Owing to the interdependence of fuel and stoves, it is recommended
that stove and fuel improvement programs be undertaken concurrently.
A combined_ program might consist of improvements to existing St-di/6
designs and fuel types to suit local cooking practices, and. the_

_

design and construction of new stove models; together with the intro = =
duction of new types cf fuel.

New briquettes should_be_tested; This is the only way to collect
and compare the techniCal data of the various options available
locally.

Field testing should be applied; both to develop or improve new
fuels and to analyze the=ir _heat- values; -Groups of people from
different backgrounds_cbuld_beorganized_to investigate; promote;
and later use the fuels in -their househalds on an experimental
basis; They should be invited to- carr=y out further investigation
on the composition of locally available biomass waste for briquetting
and binding materials.

In most developing countries, there are_ considerable quantities of
biomass waste which could be processed by,Meant of agglomeration
and densification; The best results_are usuallYathieved if several
kinds of material are mixed With a binder. The_heat Value_of well-
dried; compressed bio-fuel waste is similar to that_Of fUelwood;
However, the uncontrolled use of biomass_waste could haVe adverse
ecological consequences on the soil;_sUCh_aS redUted fertility.
Careful evaluation of how much and whiCh bioMatS_tan be_Used as fuel
in specific regions should be undertaken and monitored by competent
Officials;

=-'11)2=
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Tablo 7 tit f HEAT VALUE 01 1.1111WOOU5

Haat value

ZSit locust_ GrOin

Specific
weigth.t_ol
dry wood

kcal /kg , . . . A pldrre
Pin. (Plnum) 4 656 3 670 0.40
Weymouth pins (Pima firo6us) 4 976 4 053 041
Birch /1111014) 463_6 31169 0.61
Spruce (Plc..) 4.622 3 589 0.43
Larch (Lad./ ,. 4 597 ; sle 0.55
Rr (*blea) 4 559 3 793 0.41
Locust (Robin)s) 4 527 3 200 0.73
Busch (tsp.'s) 4 472 3 205 0.67
Llndan (Tills) 4 474 3 713 0.49
Elm IUM,081 4 419 3 510 0.64
Oak (ChiterCual 4 321 3 742 OM
Ash (Frasfnual 4 In 3 513 0.118
Aldo, (Ainus) 4 2I6 3 255 0.49
Sycernoni (Act. -peeucloolatenue) 4 245 3 645 0.59
Black poplar "puha MOO Al 205 35t9. 0.41

.-.a.l T. W0151rooll, limbs . Wm., till.
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30-4S%-cho0Pad
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bud_ _cook _NO
ash content prat
ably from sand
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)9% chopped owl0a
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DUI
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50% Str
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Attachment 18-B

BRIQUETTING AS A COTTAGE LNDUSTRY: A CASE STUDY

A national corporation was set up by an African country to_mabage
a natural forest using the income from forest products to finaric
its management operations; The forest chosen for management had
been degraded over the years by grazing and wild fire. The
surrounding villages had historically been given free use jf thiS
land which was now declared reserved forest;

One of the major products available from this forest was cha rcoal.
The corporation used earth kilns for production and the yield: were
good. The labor force was recruited locally allowing some return
to the surrounding villages;

After a few weeks of production; it was discovered that about 10%
of the charcoal was remaining behind in the soil after carboniza=
tion. The small particles could be recovered by flotation; but
were too fine to be sold on the domestic market; The corporation
decided to set up a briquetting operation;

Preliminary investigation uncovered two options for setting up the
operation. The corporation could import both equipment and resin
binder from Europe and produce briquettes "in-house;" Or; they
could set up the production as a local cottage industry using
Village labor; tree gums gathered from the area; and simple tech-
niques which -would produce briquettes comparable in quality and
cost to the in- house briquettes. It was also -found that the hri-
,quetting work would fit into the local agricultural work-schedule
and orovide another source of income to the villages.

The corporation decided_to make the briquetting_a cottane industry.
The designated charcoal_recovery areas for each village;_ provided
basic training, and bought the finished briquettes from the villagers
at a mutually agreed-upon price.

The final resut was a saving of investment capital by the corpor-
ation and a firmly established local industry. The cooperative
effort was then expanded into different fields.



Attachment 18-C

BAMAKO BRIQUETTES

This technique_was developed at the request of Peace Corps Mali
to transform millet stalks into an easily transportable energy
source. The best_use_of most agricultural waste is to return it
to the soil; but if this is not technologically or socially
possibie;_most agnicultural_waste can be carbonised or used
directly_for fuel; preferably in improved cooking stove,.
Carbonising reduces the_bulk of the fuel; preserves fuel from
insects and fungus; facilitates storage; and provides a smokeless
fuel for use in densely populated areas;

In the Bamako tests; millet stalks were'carbonised in an oil drum
kiln. Thit takes 2 to 3 hours of labor per day; The resulting
charcoal is_fluffy and fiberous and is easy to form into briquettes.
The charcoal is lightly pounde6 to reduce bulk; and non-carbonised
pieces are then picked out._ The povidcr is placed in a coAtainer of
20 to 40 liters and binder is added;

4
The binders_used in Bamako were gum arabic and clay; Due to the
fiberous nature of the charcoal_ produced from millet stalks;
briquettes using no hinder at_all were also_ successfully produced;
but they break down from rough handling and disintegrate more
rapidly when burning. Usinu clay only produced a briquette with
sustained heating propertiesi but is was hard to keep going and left
a ceramic residue which_blocked heat_from below._ Gum arabic -,binder
produced a_briquette which held_together well_and was quite satis-
factory. Gum arabic with a sma.1-1 amount of clay produced the best
brtquette. The_addition of clay extended the,burning_time and gave
a denser briquette, Tte binder was prepared by dissolving gum
arabic in water and adding it to the charcoali_ along with_enougi-
clay'aFfd water to make_the mixture_rather_stiff. Inch and a half
plactic pipe was used to form the briquettes by_jabbing the pipe
up and down, in the mix until_the pipe was_forced full_of_the mixture.
The pipe was they removed and held at a slight angle to the_ground.
A push rod of slightly smaller diameter was_inserted_to push_out__
the mix. The actual maneuver is more like holding the mix with the
push rod and sliding the pipe off of the mix. This can be done
directly on the ground or on 'fits, and should be exposed to the sun.
The resulting long sausage can be left to partially dry tf necessary.
If the mix is correct; it can immediately be broken into small seg-
ments on 2 to 3 cm. thir....ness and each briquette placed on_its side
to dry; In Bamako; during May; the briquettes were sufficiently sun
dried in twc days to burn well and 'were easily handled without
breaking; One batch was caught in a heavy rain after one day of
drying but remained stable; even though they required an additional
two days of dr.Ving; None of the briquettes gave off objectional
odors when burned and user acceptance was good;



Attachment 18-0

BINDERS- FAR _CIMR_C-aA-LB-RIQUETTES

A binder is simply something which_holds the charcoal briquette
together while it is_beingmoved_about_or while it is burning.
Briquettes can be -made without binder if the charcoal itself
is of a fluffy nature,_as in_some,types of charcoal made from
agricultural wastes. But, these_briquettes'will.tend to fall
apart as burning takes place, and they certainly won't stand up
to rough handying.

Adhesiveness is the most basic and important quality to look for
in a binder. However, some of the most adhesive binders may be
uneconomical or unacceptable to the user. Some possible binders
are:

tar cla)
starch animal manure
plant resins fish waste
commercially prepared resins molasses

In the US, the most commonly used binder is starch; In southern
Senegal; the smell of burning starch_is_objectionable to the people
and a local. tree gum has been found that is acceptable; Clay will
act as a binder, but the_powdery residue_blocks the passage of
radiant heat, and muchof_the heatiLig value of the charcoal is lost;
Briquettes.prepared with tar or molasses_have to be heat-treated to
drive off the volatiles that have been added.

In addition to the binder, a carrier is needed to make a good
mixture with the powdered charcoal._ As this is usually water, the
binder should bewater soluble,or at least emulsifiable in the case
of oil-based binders. Some binders, such -as fish waste or starch,
will require precooking to make them sticky.

The usual formula for a briquette mix using starch is 100 kilograms
of charcoal, 5 to 7 kilograms of starch*and 30 to 35 kilograms of
water. Starch can be obtained from roots or grains, preferably_
those which do not serve as a source of food. . Crush or grind the
gran or root and wash the starch from the crushed residue. The
starch is contained in the wash water and will settle to the bottOM.
If -you catch a sample of the wash water in a clear glass container-

-abefore the starch has had a chance to settle; you can calculate the
necessary amount of water needed to cook and-mix the starch.
Measure the starch depth and multiply by 3.4.07. That is where the
top of_the water column should be; Water can then be added to or
removed from_the main container in like proportion; These propor-
tions will give a mixture of starch and water that will gelatinize
Without becoming too thick. It should then be heated to B50C, at
which point it will thicken and can be mixed with the charcoal.
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EVALUATING CHARCOAL -YIE-LDS

Total Time: 2 hours
/

Objectives:

Materials:

Session 19, Day 6

To determine the moisture content of wood

To calculate the yielde,of a kiln

Newsprint, felt-tip- pens, pencils or pens, notebook
paper, sample pieces of wood of varying moisture
contents.

Resource's: Attachment 19-A, "Elementary Calculation of
Moisture Content"

Attachment 19-13, "Energy Potential of Raw Wo

Attachment
4
19-C, "Charcoal Yield-Workgheet"

Trainer Notes

Prior to_this_session, it will be_necessary to gather several
pieces of wood from among_common local varieties and calculate
their moisture content. Number.the samples and is-ecord their
exact moisture contents on asheet of paper. (See Step 4),

* Also, it,will be necessary to- create and_solve two hypot"heticaT
yield calculation problems. (See Step 8)

Procedures: Step 1. _(5 minutes)
Explain the session objectives.

Step 2._ (10 minutes)-
Ask_ participants to briefly review and explain
factors 'to be considered in evaluating different-
types of kilns.

Trainer Notes

* ,Remind participants of the factors mentioned in the article,
"Realities of Makirig Charcoal" and of the criteria lists
which were developed in their design plans.

Some factors which shouldbe mentioned include:

user needs portability
labor requirements durability
capital requirements availability of construction
carbonization time materials
kiln capacity ease of operation

Yield

Point out that "yield"_calculationsare an important way of
determining the specific energy efficiency of a particular
kiln design. .
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Step 3. (15 minutes)
Ask parqicipants to identify some of the variables
which should be considered in calculating yield;

Trainer Notes

Explain that yield calculationessentially involves
comparing the amountof_potential energy going into a kiln
in the form of wood to the_amount of energy potential coming
out in the form of charcoal.

Stimulate discussion by asking:

- What variables- must be considered in determining the energy
potential of raw wood?

- What variables should be considered in determining the
energy potential of charcoal?

Some important variables which should be highlighted include:

moisture content of raw wood

- wieght of raw wood

brands found in kiln

- moisture content of charcoal

Step 4; (15 minutes)
Distribute the samples of raw wood and have
participants estimate the moisture content of
each sample.

Trainer Notes

Record their estimates on newsprint.'

Point out that different wood species have different densi-
ties, so weight alone may not indicate moisture content.
The feel and smell of the wood are often more reliable
:indicators.

A game can_be made of this activity by offering a prize
the participant mho most accurately guesses the actual
moisture content of a particular sample.

Step 5. (5 minutes)
Reveal the-real, calculated moisture content of
each sample by writing it on the newsprint beside
their estimates.
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Session Day 6
Page 3

Step 6. (20 minutes)
DiStribute Attachment 19-A;"Elementary_CalCulation
Of Moisture Content" ana Attachment 19=B; _"Energy
Potential of Raw Wood" and practice calculating
moisture content;

Trainer Notes

Allow participants time to look over the attachments and ask
questions.

Explain that_the oven-dry weight of a quantity of Wdbd can
be determined_by_baking_random samples,atbelow 2120centi=
grade until stable weight is obtained (usually overnight).

Identify individuals among the participants that are familiar
with calculating moisture content and ask them to help others
in the group to work a few sample problems using hypo=
thetical weight figures.

Step 7. ._(15 minutes)
Distribute and explain Attachment 19-C; "Charcoal
Yield Worksheet."

Trainer Notes

* Explain the basic formula outlined on the attachment by
working through the sample problem on newsprint;

* Mention that the moisture content of the charcoal is assumed
to be negligible unless it_has been wetted by_rain or during
the extraction process. If necessary_, the moisture content
of the charcoal can be determined by baking random samples;

Step 8. (20 minutes)
Ask participants to practice solving two hypo-
thetical yield problems.

Trainer Notes

Write two hypothetical problems on newsprint.

Ask those participants who work out the problems early to 11
help dthert in the group who may be experiencing difficulty.

Step_9; (15 minutes)
COhtlude by asking participants to discuss:
examples of ways in whi!h yield calculations could
be helpful at their work sites.
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Trainer Notes

* StiMulate discussion by asking:

Session 19, Day 6
Page 4

- What difficulties would you encounter in collecting yield
data at your work site?

- How could these difficulties be overcome?

- Why is accurate yield data important?



jittachment 19-A

ELEMENTARY CALCULATION
OF MOISTURE CONTENT ,

In forestry it is customarily given as a percent fraction on a
DRY basis:

Mass "Raw" Wood Mass Oven-dry (100 Wood

Basis

Mass Oven-dry Wood

x 100

Beware that we customarily think in terms of "percent of a total;"
in this case giving a WET basis figure which is NOT generally used:

Basis

=111= I
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Rankin_g

Air-dry wood
25% m.o.

1.25 kg
4850 kcal

_11111d111111.41
VII globrib
glit. OP

ENERGY POTENTIAL OF RAW WOOD

Very Good 0.35 kg. 35% yield
2625 kcal 54% of
energy initially
recoverable

Adequate

Very Bad

Fig. 2

0.25 kg. 1875 kcal
25% yield
39% e.i.r.

0.15 kg. 1125 kcal
15% yield
23% e.i.r.

Raw Wood Charged

Partially dry wood
50% m.c.

1.5 kg
4700 kcal

Charcoal Produced

0.30 kg. 2250 kcal
30% yield
48% e.i.r.

0.20 kg; 1500 kcal
20% yield
32% e.i.r;

0.10 kg. 750 kcal
10% yield
16% e.i.r.

Attachment 19-B

Wet wood
100% m.c.

ti--
2.0 kg
4400 kcal

0.24 kg. 1800 kcal
24% yield
41% e.i.r.

F---rA7A;

0.16 kg. 1200 kcal
16% yield
27% e.i.r.

r -11

0.08_kg. 600 ktal
8%_yield
14% e.i.r.

Energy Available from Raw Wood and from the Charcoal
Produced from It with'Respect to Moisture Content and
Efficiency of Carbonization
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Attachment 19-C

flIARLIYAI_Y_LELDWORKSillt

The basic formula for determining yield is:

(Weight Of Charcoal) x 100 = % Yield

(Calculated Oven-Dry - (Weight of Brands)
Wood Weight)

Brands may be of two types: wet and oven-dry. Brand content of 2%
or more by volume is an immediate indication of kiln inefficiency.

There are essentially four options in accounting for brands in
yield Calculations:

1) Subtract wet brands from wet wood, then calculate oven-dry
wood weight.

2) Subtract dry brands after calculation of oven-dry wood weight.

3) Do both of the above.

4) Ignore the brands in the calculation and list x% yield with
x% of brands.

Option //3 is generally considered to be most accurate.

Sample Problem: Work Space

875 kilos of charcoal

100 stares of wood at 350 kg. r stare

8 kilos of wet brands

4 kildS of dry brands

_Mkt moisture content (0DB)
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Session 20, Day 6

PROGRAM EVALUATION

Total Time: 2 hours

Objectives: * To evaluate the effectiveness of the training
program

* To identify ways_in whir future charcoal training
programs can be improved

Materials: Newsprint and felt-tip pens

Procedures: Step 1. (10 minutes)
Review and explain the session objectives.

Trainer Notes

Remind the_ participants of the design principles which were
discussed during the session on re-design of kilns_(Session
13i_Da_3 ). Point out that the princip_les_of testing,
evaluation -and re-design also apply to the development of
effective training programs.

Explain that evaluation through feedback from participants
can serve as the basis for improving future charcoal training
programs;

Step 2; (25 minutes)
Have the participants divide into groups of 3 or 4
and record on newsprint their observations regarding
the effectiveness of the training program;

Trainer Notes

* Isk that each group list three aspects of the program which
were particularly effective and three aspects which were par-
ticularly ineffective.

* For each ineffective aspect of the program; ask_that partici-
pants suggest ways in which it could be improved.

* Encourage participants to_be as specific as possible and to
consider all aspects of the program (i.e., sequence of
sessions, content of sessions, trainer techniques, etc.).

* If possible, the trainers should.join the small groups and
participate in the activity.

* While the small groups art- working,-arrange chairs in a semi-
circle at the front of the room so that three people can face
and speak to one another while reading the posted observa-
tions and suggestions. Arrange _a second row of chairs around
the first three. The configuration should look like this:
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Session 20, Day 6
Page 2

Trainer Notes/Continued
IMINM111111

Outer circle

. Inner -circle

; Newsprint

Approximately_ five minutes before the end of the time
allotted_forthit stopi_tirtUlate among the groups; remind
them of the time remaining and atk that they post their
observations and suggestions when they are finished.

Step 3. (10 minutes)
Have the group reconvene -and occupy the chairs in
the outer semicircle. Explain the "Fishbowl"
activity.

Trainer Notes

Ask if anyone has had experience With_thit activity:- If so,
ask them to help you with the explanation. YOUr explanation
should include the following points:

- Only three people at a time will be in tht inner teMi-circle;

- The role of each of the three people will be tb dittUtt_and
respond to the posted observations and examine the feati=
bility of the suggestions;

= The role of those in the outer semi-circle will
observe and liSten without speaking.

When someone frOM the outer circle wants to enter the dis-
cussion, a_person from the discussion group should leave
and join the ObserVers.

The reason for using the fishbowl structure is to provide a

comfortable format for diStuttion_and_to encourage construc-
tive feedback and_ suggestions. Therefore, it is important
that people feel ft00 to express their thoughts without fear
of reprisal. People should be encouraged to -enter the dis-
cussion and to exchange plates_with one another when they have
something to_say. It is a good idea to haVe at least one__
member of the training staff in the distussidn group at all
times;

Step 4. (10 minutes)
Just before the discussion, ask one of the parti-
cipants to scan the lists and point out any common-
alities and parallels among the observations.

Trainer Notes

L
* This quick identification will help provide order and avoid

repetition once the discussion begins.
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Session 20; Day 6
Page 3

Step 5. (50 minutes)
Ask that three volunteers move to the inner semi-
circle and initiate the activity by responding to
one of the observations;

.0 Step 6; (10 minutes)
Summarize the observations -and suggestions -for
improvement that resulted from the fishbowl dis-
cussion;

Trainer Notes

* Stress those observations whichseem_most generally agreed
upon by theAroup and most feaSible in terms of future
implementation;

Step 7._ (5 Minutes)_
Thaiik_the group for their participation in this
activity and in the training program.

Trainer Motes

* It i_suggestrA that a barbeque be held immediately following
thiS final session. Participants and staff could then have
the_ opportunity to prepare a meal using charcoal produced
during the program.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

We suggest that_the following texts be purchased in sufficient
quantities for distribution to all participants:

Booth, H. E.

Eckholm, Erik

Janczak, Jacek

Noronha,

"Realities of Making Charcoal." UNASYLVA, Vol.
33, No. 131, FAO, Rome;

The OtherEllerly Crisis: Firewood. World Watch
Institute, Washington, DC, 1975.

"Simple Techniques for Basic Rio-fuels. UNASYLVA,
Vol 33, No. 131, FAO, Rome.

Raymond "Why is it So Difficult to Grow Fuelwood?
UNASYLVA, Vol. 33, No. 131, FAO, Rome.

Salem, Ben B. "Fuelwood Production in Traditional Farming Systems.
and Tran van Nao UNASYLVA, Vol. 33, No. 131; FAO; Rome;

The following resources are effective for reference:

Earl, D. E.

Earl,

DEVRES

International
LabOr_
Organization

National Academy
Of Sciences

US Forest
Service

Charcoal, an Andre Mayer Fellowship Report. FAO;
Rome, Italy, 1974.

The only general charcoal publication in print.
Emphasis is on the Mark V portable steel

Forest Energy and Economic Development. Clarendon
Press, Oxford, 1975.

An overview of forest energy and its role in
economic development.

The Socio-Economic Context of Fuelwood Use in Small
Rural Communities. Agency for International Develop-
ment, Washington DC, 1980.

Charcoal Making for Small Scale Enterprises.
Geneva, 1975.

Published in simple language for small scale pro-
ducers in developing countries. Also covers the
small business aspects of charcoal making.
Emphasis is on metal kilns.

Firewood Crops. _National Academy Press,
Washington, DC, 1980.

Description of shrub and tree species for energy
production including carbonization possibilities.

Charcoal Production,_ Marketing and Use. _Washington,
DC, Forest Products Research Lab Report 2213, 1961.

Information on masonry kilns.
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THE FARALLONES INSTITUTE RURAL CENTER

15290 Coleman Valley Road
Occidental, CA 95465
(707) 874-3060

The Farallones Institute is a non-profit organization
active in the development of appropriate community
technologies, with an emphasis on renewable sources of
energy and food systems. Areas of expertise include:

- design and implementation of training programs, with
a focus on experiential learningand the acquisition
of integrated skills

development of educational materials

- resource gathering and information sharing

- design, use and evaluation of Small-scale technologies
study trips to rural China

consulting services

CHP INTERNATIONAL, INC.

1010 West Lake Street
Oak Park; IL 60301
(312) 848-9650

CHP International, Inc. is a consulting firm specializing
in the design, management and evaluation of international
training programs. It develops an_ technical,
cross-cultural and language programs in Latin. America,
Asia, and Africa. In addition, CHP International, Inc.
leads staff development workshops in the techniques
necessary_to effectively implement competency based and
experiential training programs.

GPO 1104.1105-
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